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Abstract 
 
 The Umbrella Movement mobilized a considerable amount of Hong 
Kong citizens to occupy roads in pursuit of real universal suffrage. People 
expressed their opinions towards different social issues by joining 
different public forums, posting written notes and producing art work at 
the protest sites. Many spaces for dialogues were created to accommodate 
the abundance of expressions in this unprecedented social movement. 
 This movement gave rise to a variety of modes of dialogues and a 
wide spectrum of views regarding the present social and political climate, 
revealing a nuanced understanding of citizenship. Conflicts between 
parties of different political stances were constantly observed. The 
exposed political dissent resulted in frequent verbal insults and occasional 
physical violence captured by the mass media. Interpersonal relationships 
in the private and public realms were intense, yielding to increasing 
tensions in society. 
Given the tense social atmosphere and varied understanding of 
citizenship revealed in the movement, this research investigated the 
contextualized understanding of citizenship in hopes of shedding lights 
on citizenship development in Hong Kong. The new paradigm of 
understanding pluralism and the value of dialogues were explored in this 
critical episode of Hong Kong history. The contextualized citizenship 
intended to respond to and gave insights into the development of the 
Liberal Studies Curriculum for nurturing citizenship of the younger 
generations. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This introductory chapter presents an overview of the research framework and 
highlights its key components to give a preview of the holistic research. This synopsis 
consists of two parts – (1) research basis: the contextual background, purpose, 
research questions and significance of the study; (2) research focus: the conceptual 
framework. 
1.1 Background of the Study 
15
th
 December 2014 marked an official end of the 79-day Occupy Movement. 
The last batch of protestors was finally dispersed and even arrested. The roads were 
cleaned up and traffic was resumed gradually. Only traces of remaining scraps and 
tents were left at the protest sites, tranquilly reminding passerby of this unforgettable 
episode of Hong Kong history. 
The unprecedented social movement officially commenced on 28
th
 September 
2014 by the controversial approach of civil disobedience (refusal to obey certain laws 
especially as a nonviolent and collective means of forcing concessions from the 
government) to stand against the decision of Hong Kong‟s electoral method of the 
Chief Executive in 2017 made by the Standing Committee of the National People's 
Congress (NPCSC) on 31
st
 August 2014. The proposed political reform gave rise to 
much controversy among the general public and triggered a week-long class boycott 
organized by two local organizations, namely the Hong Kong Federation of Students 
(HKFS) and Scholarism, in protest of the reform. 
On the last day of the class-boycott (26
th
 September 2014), some protestors 
entered the Central Government Complex to reclaim the locked Civic Square. The 
movement officially took place two days later with the influx of protesters occupying 
several key roads in Admiralty and gradually spread to Central, Wan Chai, Causeway 
Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui and Mong Kok. This large-scale movement is endued with the 
name “Umbrella Movement” (UM) due to protesters‟ use of umbrellas to block 
police‟s pepper spray. 
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The movement mobilized a concerted mass of people to engage in the pursuit of 
democracy, social justice and universal values. People from all walks of life expressed 
their opinions towards different issues by posting written notes and joining public 
forums at the protest sites. These self-initiated events encouraged the interflow of 
ideas for promoting citizenship and resulted in diverse written and spoken dialogues. 
The highlight was the first-ever televised dialogue in Hong Kong history between the 
government officials and student representatives held on 21
st
 October 2014, 
attempting to break the impasse while marking a milestone in this movement. 
Despite the advocacy of “love and peace” by movement initiators, conflicts were 
still inevitable between parties upholding different values. Sometimes, divergent 
views were handled in disrespectful manners (e.g. verbal insults and physical 
violence), which intensified the antagonism between various camps and widened 
social division. The political dissent caused much interpersonal disharmony in 
personal and social levels such as tensions among friends, parents and children, as 
well as police and protesters.  
In particular, two obvious camps of conflicting views were denoted extensively 
by the mass media as “yellow ribbon” (pro-movement) and “blue ribbon” 
(anti-movement). “Yellow ribbon” would later be mainly depicted as “the 
truth-seeking” meaning people who attempted to pursue an evolving understanding of 
citizenship while “blue ribbon” would mainly be depicted as “the truth-embracing” 
meaning people who ceased to enhance citizenship by embracing the present social 
establishment. They often could not engage in proper dialogues and reveal gaps of 
understanding values. These disputes presented challenges to the existing social 
orders while offering opportunities to deepen the understanding of citizenship. 
1.2 Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 
 Given the above background, the research contextualized the exploration of 
citizenship in the UM and drew references from the perspective of a pre-service 
Liberal Studies (LS) teacher. There were two major purposes of the study: (1) To 
engage in a reflective journey for pursuing new discoveries and revealing insights of 
citizenship from the collected dialogues; (2) To review the contextualized 
understanding of citizenship and draw implications for Liberal Studies. Therefore, 
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three scaffolding research questions were posed in accordance with the stated 
purposes: 
1. What dialogues can be identified in the Umbrella Movement? 
2. How do the identified dialogues reveal the understanding of citizenship? 
3. How can the Liberal Studies curriculum respond to the contextualized citizenship? 
1.3 Significance of the Study 
This research conducted a critical inquiry of this historical episode of the tension 
between various parties in the UM. While some social media focused on reporting 
selective and fragmented pieces of the movement, this research attempted to construct 
a holistic and coherent piece of analysis from multiple perspectives with authentically 
documented dialogues rarely captured by the mainstream media. With in-depth 
analysis of the constructed dialogues, it hopes to educate people for respecting 
diversity of views in the quest for mutual understanding in relationships. The 
constructed understanding of citizenship intended to shed light on the perplexity of 
how the sense of citizenship could be properly developed in Hong Kong whose 
political system contains different mixes of authoritarian and democratic elements, 
and provide insights for the future development of Hong Kong as a truly embracing, 
advanced and democratic city. 
1.4 Conceptual Framework of the Study 
Figure 1: A Graphical Representation of the Conceptual Framework 
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This research aimed to understand citizenship from dialogues collected in the 
UM and draws implications for the LS Curriculum. Therefore, citizenship would be 
the central theme that runs through the entire research and forms interrelations among 
the three entities. 
Firstly, a variety of dialogues from the movement were collected, categorized 
and analyzed for revealing a contextualized understanding of citizenship. The 
researcher acted as an initiator to organize the collected data into thematic-based 
dialogues. The diversified dialogues revealed a wide spectrum of opinions and dissent 
between different people towards concepts relevant to citizenship, displaying various 
degrees of maturity of citizenship. This nuanced understanding of citizenship was 
addressed for giving insights into advancing citizenship in a pluralistic society. The 
idea of “pluralism” and the value of dialogue to citizenship were also investigated. 
Secondly, the research related the contextualized citizenship to the LS 
curriculum. Key ideas about citizenship and the meaning of dialogue interpreted in 
the curriculum were reviewed in the literature to respond to the collected data. The 
data was discussed in light of this official document for enriching our understanding 
of the curriculum and lived out its values. The incorporation of the curriculum 
perspective into this research was to see how civic values advocated in a theoretical 
sense responded to an authentic social setting. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Citizenship has left a legacy of abundant work due to its significance to human 
civilization for centuries. Since its available literature is vast, only contributions that 
are more relevant to the conceptual framework and UM were selected for providing 
the research with a theoretical basis. This review includes three major components: (1) 
A conceptual overview of citizenship, typology of citizenship, pluralism and 
citizenship, and violence and citizenship; (2) A conceptual overview of dialogue and 
the relation among dialogue, community and citizenship; (3) The LS curriculum and 
citizenship, and the LS curriculum and dialogue. 
2.1  Citizenship 
2.1.1 A Conceptual Overview of Citizenship 
The concept of citizenship has never come to a consensus. Scholars from various 
disciplines may have different interpretations that give citizenship its diverse and 
debatable nature.  
Bosniak (2000) categorizes citizenship into four types – citizenship as legal 
status, citizenship as political participation, citizenship as rights, and citizenship as 
identity or solidarity (i.e. the quality of belonging and community membership). 
Dalton (1996) emphasizes more on the aspect of citizenship as political 
participation and highlights the concept of “democratic citizenship”, which implies 
public participation in politics. He states that socio-political participation, such as 
voting, is an important component of “democratic citizenship”, but the range of 
political participation should be much broader. 
Marshall (1950) treats citizenship as rights and differentiates these rights into 
three domains: (1) Civil rights: rights that are necessary for individuals, such as 
freedom of speech and the right to justice. (2) Political rights: rights to participate in 
socio-political activities and the political power to exercise them; and (3) Social rights: 
the wide range of rights, such as the rights to welfares, education and other social 
services. 
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On the other hand, Faulks (2000) states that the importance of citizenship to the 
healthy development of society can be expressed in terms of distributing resources 
fairly, maintaining social order, denoting political agency, recognizing individuals as 
worthy of respect, and sustaining social stability. He articulates that citizenship 
intends to build sustainable human relationships among different communities 
beneficial to the long-term development of a diverse yet harmonious society. 
However, Weiler (1997) argues that citizenship was to secure social order rather 
than exercise civic virtue or protect individual rights from the historical point of view. 
Mann (1987) further explains that the idea of citizenship as an expression of common 
interests, political agency and the fulfillment of human potential can sometimes be 
replaced by a more cynical view of citizenship as an instrument of social control. 
Riesenberg (1992) states that the feudal system and historical background enshrined 
citizenship that was non-universal and hierarchical. It is only with the development of 
liberalism that citizenship is furnished with an egalitarian logic. Therefore, the 
establishment of modern citizenship contains an internal logic that demands its 
benefits to necessarily become ever more universal and egalitarian. 
2.1.2 Typology of Citizenship 
Despite the diverse definitions of citizenship, certain previous contributions have 
differentiated the quality of citizenship based on their conceptual differences. Faulks 
(2000) states that in practice, citizenship could be diluted or enhanced, which leads to 
various degrees of civic development in different societies. Bubeck (1995) describes 
this nuanced understanding of citizenship as “depth of citizenship” and proposes a 
useful typology to contrast the notion of “thick citizenship” and “thin citizenship”. 
Table 1: Ideal Types of Thin and Thick Conceptions of Citizenship 
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Certain listed items are highlighted for more elaboration. Firstly, Faulks (2000) 
perceives citizenship as an idea that recognizes an individual‟s entitlement to rights 
and collective responsibilities. Rights can be perceived as legal, social and ethical 
principles of freedom while responsibilities can be perceived as opportunities to serve 
the community and exercise civic virtue. These two qualities should not stand alone 
and must be seen as mutually supportive for citizenship to be a credible basis for 
human governance.  
Secondly, Clarke (1994) considers citizenship as more obligation-based than 
right-based. Giddens (1984) points out that a defining characteristic of citizenship is 
the “ethic of participation” – citizenship is an active rather than passive status. He 
describes citizenship as a dynamic identity and citizens as creative agents that they 
will always find new ways to express their citizenship. New rights, duties and 
institutions will need to be constructed to accommodate their changing needs and 
aspirations. 
Thirdly, Faulks (2000) thinks that “holistic citizenship” should pervade public 
and private life instead of purely public status. The concept of “intimate citizenship” 
implies the involvement of rights and responsibilities in the private realm. It aims to 
democratize private lives and therefore approaching “holistic citizenship” that 
advocates citizenship engagement in both public and private spheres. Thick 
citizenship implies that there should be not a sharp divide between our identity as 
human on the one hand and citizen on the other. Thus, thick citizenship requires us to 
rethink our personal and public relationships. Developing “intimate citizenship” is 
crucial to the further democratization of society and conceptualization of citizenship 
beyond the state. 
Fourthly, Heater (1990) argues that at times, citizenship can be reduced to 
merely a judicial safeguard and becomes little more than an expression of the rule of 
law. However, Rubenstein (2002) explains that citizenship is not only concerned with 
the legal concept, but also its political, philosophical and social meanings. This 
perspective corresponds with Marshall‟s (1950) suggestion of „social citizenship‟ that 
emphasizes citizens‟ moral responsibilities to others and society. 
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2.1.3 Pluralism and Citizenship 
Thin and thick conceptions of citizenship pervade in pluralistic societies with 
different extent and compositions, which constitute the observed social and political 
diversity worldwide. Such pluralism constantly presents challenges to the 
understanding and practice of citizenship. 
Hampshire (2000) interprets “pluralism” as the recognition and affirmation of 
diversity within a political body, which permits the peaceful coexistence of different 
interests, convictions and lifestyles by moderating discrete values. 
On the other hand, Berlin (1991) perceives “pluralism” as an idea which several 
values may be equally correct, and yet in conflict with one another. Moreover, 
incompatible values may be incommensurable, in the sense that there is no objective 
ordering of them in terms of importance. However, Brown (1986) argues that values 
(e.g. freedom and equality) are indeed commensurable as they can be compared by 
their varying contributions towards the human good. 
Pluralism is connected with the hope that the process of conflict and dialogue will 
result in the common good, which attempts at balancing competing social interests. 
Berlin (1963) suggests that for pluralism to function properly in defining the common 
good, all groups have to agree to a minimal consensus that certain shared values are 
worth pursuing. The most fundamental baseline values are “mutual respect and 
tolerance”. Without such consensus, dialogue is hardly possible and physical coercion 
are likely inevitable. 
Moreover, Young (1990) further suggests the principle of “acknowledging others 
as being of equal account” that sets a fair foundation for deliberating diverse views. 
Otherwise, vulnerable groups are at risk of having their needs ignored and their voices 
left unheard. This would lead to what he identifies as “five faces of oppression” – 
exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism and violence – that 
could pose threat to the development of pluralistic society. Therefore, “mutual respect, 
tolerance and equality” are the necessary conditions for pluralist citizenship to thrive. 
On the other hand, Freire (1998) advocates the notion of “unity in diversity” that 
emphasizes its core spirit of “unity without uniformity and diversity without 
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fragmentation”. It shifts focus from unity based on a mere tolerance of physical, 
cultural, social, religious and political differences towards a more complex unity 
based on an understanding that difference enriches human interactions. The essence of 
his advocacy implies that if citizenship is to be truly inclusive, the need for a politics 
of difference must be acknowledged. 
Faulks (2000) coheres with Freire‟s idea and hopes for developing a universalized 
citizenship that aims not at homogeneity but solidarity. Young (1990) suggests that a 
pluralist citizenship intends to build a society that celebrates and protects difference 
rather than seeking to homogenize it. He observes that difference need not mean “a 
complete absence of relationship or shared attributes” because an aspiration towards 
equality presupposes difference. The aim of equality is to recognize and protect 
diversity by respecting the rights of every individual, regardless of their beliefs or 
identity. 
Furthermore, Faulks (2000) points out that politics means to look for areas of 
compromise, build common interests and create systems of governance that are able 
to accommodate differences peacefully. He claims that placing too much stress upon 
difference and denying humans‟ ability to understand each other‟s position is to reject 
the possibility of equality. Citizenship as a shared project, which involves diverse but 
intrinsically social individuals building common institutions, will become impossible. 
However, Faulks (2000) raises the question whether universalized citizenship is 
compatible with the pluralistic reality of modern society, revealing the contemporary 
dilemma of social membership – the tension between the state as an exclusionary 
community and citizenship as a universal status. This contradiction poses challenges 
to the vision of developing citizenship that aims for “universal values”. 
2.1.4 Violence and Citizenship 
Faulks (2000) states that conflicts do not always involve violence and violence 
involves the negation of choice. Indeed, politics, of which citizenship is a constituent 
part, means to resolve disputes through compromise. The use of violence in human 
relationships represents the failure of politics. Therefore, by limiting the exercise of 
violence, opportunities can be created for more consensual methods of governance. 
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More humanized and justly constructed citizenship can help negate sources of social 
tension that may threaten social order. 
Hoffman (1998) argues that for citizenship to fulfil its emancipatory potential, it 
is necessary to move beyond the state. This is because the democratic ideals closely 
associated with citizenship oppose violent solutions to political problems which the 
state (with its claim to a monopoly of force) implicitly endorses. In a state-centered 
society, every individuals knows that all laws are underpinned by physical force 
which comes into effect if all else fails. This makes it impossible for anyone to 
comply with norms in a way which is not at the same time contaminated by a fear of 
violence. Therefore, Hoffman‟s idea implies that any movement towards democracy 
undermines the state‟s reliance upon force and what is crucial is that social tensions 
are resolved democratically and not by force. 
Giddens (1998) expresses that by heating social policy towards encouraging 
compromise between individuals, a political framework can be created that works to 
remove violence from all human relationships. However, Miller (1995) questions how 
or why diverse groups will be reconciled and under what conditions can compromise 
be achieved without the involvement of violence. 
2.2  Dialogue 
2.2.1 A Conceptual Overview of Dialogue 
Modern citizenship aspires to steer away from the use of violence to resolve 
conflicts. Non-violent approaches, dialogues in particular, are considered more 
civilized to mediate differences. 
Westoby (2013) defines dialogue as a responsive, enriching and disruptive 
encounter. It is a mutual and critical process of building shared understanding and 
creative actions. Freire (1972) echoes with Westoby and perceives dialogue as a 
process that involves listening, connecting, learning, finding collective coherence and 
potentially shared agendas. He further states that dialogue acts as a catalyst for social 
and structural transformation. Within such transformational space, people ask critical 
questions and challenge dehumanizing social relations. 
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On the other hand, Gadamer (1975) advocates the idea of “turning to the other 
and reaching for understanding” in dialogues. Crapanzano (1990) asserts that “turning 
to the other” requires openness and authenticity while “reaching for understanding” 
incites each party within the dialogue to be aware of their own prejudices, but also be 
open to the other parties‟ questions and claims. 
Moreover, Taylor (2002) explains that “turning to the other” implies shifting our 
own views and identity. He states that taking in the other is so often resisted and 
rejected because people have deep identity investments. If someone genuinely opens 
themselves to the flow of conversation and difference, there will be a disruption to 
their perspective and experience of the world. Thus, dialogue requires the intention to 
understand that any attachment to beliefs and identity-constructions will undermine 
capacities for dialogue. 
Besides, Gadamer (1998) perceives dialogues as relationship-building that 
honors differences. Sometimes people stay attached to their own prejudgments and 
find it difficult to remain open. He suggests that the imperative for dialogues is 
tolerance and openness to one another‟s perspectives. This in turn requires a 
willingness to enter the uncertainty of different perspectives and acknowledge the 
possibility of any mutual understanding. 
2.2.2 Dialogue, Community and Citizenship 
Williams (1997) expresses that the status of citizen implies a sense of inclusion 
into the wider community. Westoby (2009) defines community as a space where 
people create a climate and culture of hospitality. Community can emerge through 
people‟s efforts in dialogues and extending hospitality to others. He urges citizens to 
rethink community as hospitality, an ethical space and collective practice that 
signifies collaboration of initiating social change. 
Beavitt (2012) observes that community “helps us sustain the tension that arises 
around people‟s differences for long enough that they can share in a collective 
imagining of the future different from the present”. Relationships within community 
development are other-oriented, whereby people disrupt self-orientation and „turn to 
the other‟. Attempts are made to reach for mutual understanding of the other. 
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Therefore, community dialogues focus on dynamic and conscious processes of 
cultivating citizenship and nurturing relationships. 
Noticing that sometimes people can get stuck within their own presuppositions 
and perspectives, Bohm (1996) suggests that genuine community dialogues provide a 
platform for people to re-examine their self-oriented and entrenched thought. He 
identifies ways in which a new collective coherence can emerge from the flow of 
meaning that happens when defensiveness is reduced and many perspectives are 
shared within a community. He offers the idea of a participatory consciousness 
emergent through dialogue with one another that in such dialogical space, people do 
not aim to persuade each other of „their truth‟, but reach for a common coherence. 
This practice can help disrupt the habitual tendencies to be self-oriented rather than 
other-oriented, and coherence-oriented rather than persuasion-oriented. 
Moreover, Flecha (2000) proposes the idea of “egalitarian dialogue”, which 
contributions are considered according to the validity of reasoning, instead of people‟s 
status or position. She states that in a community, "when dialogue is egalitarian, it 
encourages intense reflection." The recognition of others‟ contributions in dialogues 
implies that each person has something different yet equally important to share. 
Therefore, the more diverse the opinions are expressed, the better the knowledge is 
dialogically constructed. In this sense, dialogues orient towards equality of differences 
and the promotion of equal communication between people encourages mutual 
enrichment and citizenship sharing in a community. Buber (2012) describes this state 
of communication as “the ideal relation between human beings resulted in a change 
from communication to communion”. 
2.3  The Liberal Studies Curriculum 
2.3.1 The Liberal Studies Curriculum and Citizenship 
 Liberal Studies was officially implemented as one of the four core subjects in the 
New Senior Secondary (NSS) education reform in 2007. The curriculum design 
incorporates multi-faceted elements and contemporary issues that aim to cultivate 
students‟ sense of citizenship in preparation for their future challenges as global and 
conscious citizens. The close relation between LS and the concept of citizenship could 
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be evidenced extensively by the curriculum aims, learning outcomes and modular 
content throughout the LS Curriculum and Assessment Guide (CDC&HKEAA). 
 CDC&HKEAA (2007) lists two major curriculum aims that relate strongly to the 
concept of citizenship: 
 Help students appreciate and respect diversity in cultures and views in a 
pluralistic society and handle conflicting values;  
 Help students develop positive values and attitude towards life, so that they can 
become informed and responsible citizens of society, the country and the world. 
 
In addition, the CDC&HKEAA (2007) mentions three broad learning outcomes 
that highly associate with the concept of citizenship: 
 Identify the values underlying different views on contemporary issues, and apply 
critical thinking and multiple perspectives in making decisions and judgments; 
 Show respect for evidence, open-mindedness and tolerance towards others‟ 
views and values; 
 Demonstrate appreciation for universal values and be committed to becoming 
responsible and conscientious citizens. 
 
As for the modular content, all six modules involve the value delivery of 
citizenship. Module 1 (Personal Development and Interpersonal Relationship) and 
Module 2 (Hong Kong Today) particularly relate to the concept of citizenship within 
the context of the UM. Inquiry into subjects such as participation in public affairs, 
rights and responsibility, interpersonal relationships and conflicts, and other civic 
values or attitude are emphasized. The following table has summarized and 
highlighted the key ideas of the module coverage in relation to citizenship and the 
UM. 
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Table 2: A Summary of Key Ideas of Citizenship Covered in Module 1 & 2 
 Module 1 Module 2 
Modular 
objectives 
 Appreciate the importance of community involvement  Appreciate the views and values of people from different social 
and cultural backgrounds 
 Reflect on and develop their multiple identities, responsibilities 
and commitments as citizens in their community, country and 
the world 
 
Content 
framework 
 Rights and responsibilities of adolescents 
 Reflection on interpersonal conflicts 
 Developing relationships with others 
 Hong Kong adolescents‟ participation in community 
affairs 
 
 Rule of law 
 Identity 
 Participation in socio-political affairs 
 Government and the requests of different interest groups 
Related 
values and 
attitudes 
 Integrity, respect for others, interdependence, social 
harmony, sense of responsibility, altruism and 
self-actualization 
 
 Respect for the rule of law, participation, human rights and 
responsibilities, democracy, justice, sense of belonging, 
plurality and open-mindedness 
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2.3.2 The Liberal Studies Curriculum and Dialogue 
The word “dialogue” only appears four times in the LS curriculum but its 
meaning is mainly manifested through interactive pedagogical approaches and the 
cultivation of learning communities. The emphasis of interactivity and collaboration 
demonstrates the core essence of the term “dialogue”. 
CDC&HKEAA (2007) mentions that, in terms of pedagogical strategies, teachers 
often make use of a variety of interactive approaches such as group discussion and 
role-play to conduct lessons. Moreover, in terms of knowledge construction, 
CDC&HKEAA (2007) further mentions that “learners construct knowledge through 
personal reflection and experiential learning, as well as through interaction, 
collaboration and dialogue with other people.” The application of such strategies 
intend to increase the opportunities for classroom interactions and dialogues among 
learners. 
On the other hand, CDC&HKEAA (2007) encourages the establishment of 
learning communities, which members of a learning community may differ in aspects 
such as learning styles and abilities. In addition, CDC&HKEAA (2007) emphasizes a 
sharing culture for co-construction of knowledge. Through discussion, debate and 
other collaborative tasks, students interact with one another and learn to appreciate 
and evaluate the views of others. This can allow them to dialogue, collaborate and 
learn from one another, so that their collective efforts can yield learning outcomes that 
they cannot achieve individually. Besides, teachers usually serve as facilitators in 
learning and facilitate students to learn by offering timely constructive feedbacks 
through dialogue with students in group discussion and other aspects of learning. 
In short, dialogue shares a close relationship with the LS curriculum and forms 
the foundation that allows other pedagogical strategies and educational aims to come 
to life. Thus, dialogue is the core approach that manifest the delivery of knowledge, 
skills and values advocated in this subject. 
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Chapter 3 
Research Methodology 
 This chapter explains the overall research methodology including (1) a brief 
introduction and justification of research design; (2) the elucidation of data collection 
and analysis methods. 
3.1 Research Design 
 This research was primarily a naturalistic study which adopted a qualitative 
approach to investigate the concept of citizenship from dialogues collected mainly 
from the protest sites during the UM. The method of “naturalistic observation” was 
employed to gather most of the relevant textual and oral data. The collected data was 
then categorized and analyzed with reference to the method of “thematic analysis”. 
Berg (2004) defines qualitative research as a process of inquiry that aims at 
building holistic pictures of the social settings by analyzing words rather than 
numbers, and by reporting detailed views of research participants. Matthews (2010) 
further states that it primarily concerns with stories and accounts including subjective 
understandings, feelings, opinions and beliefs. Therefore, qualitative data is typically 
words or expressions of research participants gathered by an interpretive approach 
that allow researchers to make sense of the phenomena in terms of the meanings 
research participants bring to them. 
Since there was abundant narrative data readily available at the protest sites 
representing a diversity of opinions, feelings and understanding towards the 
conceptions of citizenship, the richness of qualitative data justified the qualitative 
approach of this research. Moreover, the main intention of the research was to study 
the contextualized understanding of citizenship revealed from dialogues. Due to the 
difficulty and infeasibility to quantify the meaning of citizenship in this specific 
setting, it appeared naturally that the qualitative approach was more accessible and 
practical in dealing with this investigation. 
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3.2 Data Collection 
3.2.1 Naturalistic Observation 
Punch (1998) states that naturalistic observation is pure, direct or non-participant 
observation. Naturalistic observers neither stimulate nor manipulate the behavior of 
their research targets. Gold (1958) describes this research role as “complete observer” 
meaning the researcher observes an event without being part of it. The status of the 
researcher is unknown to the research targets. This observational research method 
involves the minimum participation of researchers in an event along the participation 
continuum suggested by Gold (1958) shown below. 
Table 3: Typology of Naturalistic Research Roles 
 
 
Naturalistic observation was specifically selected out of the listed four options of 
participant observation for conducting this research due to the nature of the UM. 
Since the movement was illegal, research participants were rather sensitive to 
suspicion and reserved to disclose information to strangers without professional titles 
in interviews. Therefore, the adoption of naturalistic observation to collect dialogues 
allowed the research targets to interact and behave naturally in an undisturbed setting 
and intended to bring out the possible authenticity of data. 
3.2.2 Procedures 
 The data was mainly collected at the four major protest sites including Admiralty, 
Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui and Mong Kok during the official period of the UM 
from 28
th
 September 2014 to 15
th
 December 2014. Multiple formal and informal visits 
were paid to collect the data. Formal visits meant visits with planned intentions to 
collect data. Sometimes, formal visits were also paid to certain special events 
previously publicized on the Internet by different camps for data collection. Besides, 
informal visits meant casual visits to the sites in spare or private time without 
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planning beforehand. Occasionally, some ad hoc events were encountered and data 
was also collected. 
Since this research was a naturalistic study of dialogues mostly presented by 
anonymous or unidentifiable participants in the UM, it would not concern much with 
the specific details and backgrounds of the research targets. Since the majority of the 
movement participants were Hong Kong citizens, the data collected were mostly in 
Chinese and occasionally in English. The data collection was summarized in terms of 
its mode, collection approach and source in the following table: 
 
Firstly, written dialogues were all collected from the four major protest sites 
including Admiralty, Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui and Mong Kok. Over 200 photos 
of textual sources were taken by a digital camera. Most of them were unsystematic 
posts without dates contributed by the general public and movement participants. 
These photos were later strategically sampled and became the primary sources for 
analysis and construction of a contextualized understanding of citizenship. 
Secondly, spoken dialogues were documented mainly at and near the protest sites. 
Since written dialogues were mainly contributed by the movement supporters, spoken 
dialogues particularly aimed at people opposing the movement. They were mainly 
captured during organized and ad hoc conflicts at the sites. Some of them were 
collected from the anti-movement events such as signing activity and organized 
gathering near the sites. All spoken dialogues were recorded with a pen on a 
Table 4: The Mode, Collection Approach and Source of Dialogues 
Mode of 
Dialogue 
Approach to 
Data Collection 
Data Source 
Written 
dialogue 
Photo-taking of textual 
sources by a digital camera 
 Written and printed posters, 
banners, memos and other 
relevant textual sources posted at 
the protest sites 
Spoken 
dialogue 
Listening and note-jotting 
with a pen and note-book 
 Different people‟s dialogues at 
and near the protest sites 
Government- 
Student 
dialogue 
Listening and note-jotting 
with a pen and note-book 
 The live broadcast of the 
government-student dialogue at 
the Admiralty protest site 
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note-book specified with the date, place and time of the observation. As many 
verbatim accounts of conversation were jotted down as possible. These hand-written 
notes were the primary oral sources for analysis. 
Thirdly, a live broadcast of the 2-hour government-student dialogue was 
arranged on a big screen at the Admiralty protest site on 21
st
 October 2014. Five 
HKSAR government officials and five HKFS student representatives took part in the 
historical dialogue. Written and spoken dialogues were mainly contributed by the 
general public in an informal manner whereas the government-student dialogue was a 
rare and official occasion involving the authority. Thus, it was particularly highlighted 
as an important source of dialogue and separated from the other two modes of 
dialogue due to its great significance and unique nature. Relevant dialogue content 
and verbatim verbal expressions were recorded with a pen on a note-book. Since the 
live broadcast was made available on the Internet afterwards, it was reviewed again 
for the accuracy of data. 
3.2.3 Triangulation 
 Denzin (1989) states that data triangulation refers to the use of different data 
sources for producing data. It intends to validate results, enrich and complete 
knowledge for constructing a more holistic picture of findings and increasing the 
scope, depth and consistency in methodological proceedings. Three modes of 
dialogues were collected from different data sources in order to triangulate one 
another. Written dialogues mainly represented the understanding of citizenship from 
the pro-movement perspective while spoken dialogues mainly represented the 
understanding of citizenship from the anti-movement perspective. The 
government-student dialogue provided with a more balanced account of both the 
pro-movement and anti-movement perspectives of understanding citizenship. The 
three sets of data constructed a more multi-layered and multi-dimensional perceptions 
of reviewing citizenship. 
3.2.4 Sampling 
Due to the richness of data, certain criteria were set to select suitable data for 
shaping a manageable research scope – (1) the selected data should have strong 
relevance to the concept of citizenship and the conceptual framework; (2) the selected 
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data should represent a diversity of views so that they could be categorized into 
different levels or themes for analysis; 
3.3 Data Analysis 
3.3.1 Thematic Analysis 
 Matthews (2010) describes “thematic analysis” as process of working with raw 
data to identify key ideas and themes. Grbich (2007) further explains that it helps the 
segmentation, categorization, and relinking of similar aspects of unorganized data 
prior to final interpretations. Since the collected data was abundant yet scattered, 
thematic analysis was applied to organize and categorize the diverse data into 
different themes in relation to citizenship and the conceptual framework. Under each 
theme, the three modes of dialogues revealed different understanding of concepts 
related to citizenship for further exploration of meaning. The threes modes of 
dialogues responded to one another for constructing the interactive flow of enriched 
discussion. 
Although there were occasional direct dialogues in written dialogues, most of 
them were personal expressions. The researcher acted as an initiator to organize the 
flow of interaction to create meaning of these unsystematic posts, bringing the 
indirect dialogues to life. The idea of “contrived dialogues” was attempted to 
reconstruct fragmented pieces into dialogues for data analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
Presentation of Research Findings 
 This chapter organizes and reports the study‟s main findings. The first part of the 
chapter presents findings that address the first research question (“What dialogues can 
be identified in the Umbrella Movement?”) for giving an overall picture of the data 
distribution and the other part of the chapter explores the second research question 
(“How do the identified dialogues reveal the understanding of citizenship?”) for 
delineating the collected narrative data. 
4.1 Dialogues Identified in the Umbrella Movement 
 Three modes of dialogues were identified in the UM namely written, spoken and 
the government-student dialogues. These collected dialogues provided rich 
expressions that shared certain commonality. They were categorized into five major 
themes and different perspectives were presented in each theme. The thematic 
categories and number of counts are shown in the following table and chart as a 
summary displaying the general distribution of the findings for each mode and theme 
of dialogue. 
From the table and chart, the abundance of data collected in terms of the mode of 
dialogue in descending order is written dialogue, government-student dialogue and 
spoken dialogue. Written dialogue is the most abundant due to its massive availability 
at the protest sites while the spoken dialogue is the least abundant due to the difficulty 
to access to certain anti-movement activities and their ad hoc nature. 
On the other hand, after data organization and categorization, it is found that an 
exceptionally great amount of data belongs to Theme 4 (rights and responsibility). 
The other three themes (democracy, common aspirations and violence) share a fair 
amount of data and are arranged in descending order. However, Theme 5 (the 
significance of dialogue) contains a relatively low amount of data. 
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Table 5: The Thematic Categories and Number of Counts Corresponding to Each Mode of Dialogue and Theme 
Mode of Dialogue Written dialogue Spoken dialogue Govt – Student dialogue Total 
 
Theme  
/  
Number 
of counts 
1. Common aspirations 14 5 3 22 
2. Democracy 10 7 10 27 
3. Rights and responsibility 35 5 13 53 
4. Violence 14 2 4 20 
5. The significance of dialogue 6 0 4 10 
Total 79 19 34 132 
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4.2 The Understanding of Citizenship Revealed from Dialogues 
 The vast amount of data was summarized in the following section and 
representative expressions were quoted as concrete illustrations. For each theme, 
conflicting views were presented and revealed a nuanced understanding of 
citizenship. 
4.2.1 Theme 1: Common Aspirations 
The findings of the three modes of dialogues concern with different aspects of 
aspirations for society. For written dialogues, common aspirations such as freedom, 
justice, conscience, democracy, humanity and morality are particularly emphasized. 
These concepts are more related to universal values, spiritual pursuit and “thick 
citizenship”. 
A1: “Birds born in a cage think flying is an illness.” 
A2: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” 
A3: “People cannot just focus on interest but ignore conscience.” 
A4: “You know something may not be done successfully but you still insist on doing it 
anyway.” (A Chinese proverb) 
A5: “The virtuous and righteous actions of a few can move the apathetic majority.” 
Furthermore, two rare pieces of direct written dialogues were discovered. Some 
opposing messages were written in response to the original posts. The original post 
A6: “You sleep on a fluffy bed smirking at the students sleeping on the street and 
scold at them from your luxurious car. You think you deserve all that you have, but 
why can‟t they pursue their future with their own hands?” was responded by the 
written comment “I was short of food for two days because I could not go out due to 
the protest. The world does not owe you. Everyone should get prepared for hardship.” 
In addition, the original post A7: “Reviewing human history, as long as the endeavor 
is for defending humanity, it will eventually gain victory.” was responded by the 
written comment “You jerk, jamming the road of people‟s livelihood.” The written 
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comments mainly show their discontent with the disturbance of daily life caused by 
the movement. 
On the other hand, common aspirations in spoken dialogues stress on restoring 
social order, stability and prosperity. People‟s livelihood, interpersonal harmony and 
economic development appear to be their core concerns. It is interesting to note that 
while written dialogues mention that people‟s freedom is being narrowed down and 
unprotected, quite a number of spoken dialogues express otherwise that people 
already have enough freedom. Gaps seem to emerge regarding their need for and 
understanding of freedom. 
“I support police‟s clearance of the protest sites for restoring the peaceful and stable 
life that we used to have. The students have caused such chaos to society. We 
experienced some tough times making a livelihood in the past and they will know what 
it means when they can‟t find jobs and feed their families.” 
“I think the life in Hong Kong has been quite acceptable but you always think that 
your freedom of speech is not enough. Is the government disallowing you to choose 
what you like to eat or buy or even travel abroad?” 
As for the government-students dialogue, the government official‟s aspirations 
mainly cohere with those conveyed in spoken dialogues that emphasize the restoration 
of social order and social harmony but further highlighting the importance of obeying 
the laws. 
B1: While pursuing democracy, I hope that students also need to uphold the rule of law. 
If this core value is lost, I‟m afraid that it will put Hong Kong‟s future in danger. 
Besides, the students‟ aspirations cohere with those expressed in written 
dialogues but further adding elements such as fairness, human rights, sense of hope 
and commitment to truth-seeking. 
B2: “The motto of HKU – to disseminate virtue and to investigate the way of things – 
means to encourage us to seek and defend the truths, and commit ourselves to 
truth-seeking. But is our government voicing out the truths or succumbing to the 
pressure of the privileged?” 
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Moreover, it is discovered that both the government and students value the rule 
of law but they appear to have different interpretations of its meaning. The 
government stress on the illegality of the Occupy Movement but the students think 
that acting morally is more important than simply complying with laws and bearing 
legal consequences embodies the spirit of the rule of law. 
B3: “We know that we need to respect the rule of law, but its core aspect of is to protect 
humans‟ basic rights…it should not be manipulated by a few privileged or government 
officials and be treated as a political tool to dash, suppress or distort our basic rights.” 
B4: “We will turn ourselves in and be willing to accept legal punishment after the 
movement. This is an embodiment of the spirit of the rule of law, which is also the 
most vigorous protest from the bottom of our hearts.” 
4.2.2 Theme 2: Democracy 
Different interpretations of the meaning of democracy are revealed in the three 
modes of dialogues. Written dialogues are basically in full support of adopting 
democracy in Hong Kong. They mainly complain about the unfairness of the 
proposed electoral system and request for a universal standard of democracy. A 
considerable amount of them are only simple descriptions such as “I love democracy” 
and “I want true universal suffrage”. Some of them mention about the respect for 
people‟s will, dignity, freedom of choice and speech, which view democracy beyond 
the understanding of only a system. 
C1: “True universal suffrage is not only about the “universal” and “fair” right to 
elect, but also the right to be elected…if there is a restriction on the qualification to 
become a candidate, or worse, certain candidates are pre-screened by the 
government, though the right to elect is not restricted, voters are merely being 
manipulated as voting tools.” 
C2: “The people are the most important; the state is second; and the status of a 
leader is the most insignificant; CY, do you understand?” 
C3: “I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.” 
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On the other hand, many spoken dialogues do not state clearly whether they want 
democracy or not but generally they convey that people should fight for democracy 
step-by-step and should not adopt the occupying approach to achieve democracy. 
They express that occupying roads, sacrificing others‟ livelihood or freedom and 
forcing others to accept democracy are not democratic behavior. A few even question 
about the occupants‟ level of understanding towards democracy and the effectiveness 
of adopting a democratic system in Hong Kong. In particular, a salient comment 
states that “The Chinese government has the authority to decide what kinds of rights it 
would like to give us”, revealing a sense of recognition of the authority. 
“„Fighting for democracy‟ should not affect other people‟s daily life. Now they block 
the roads and this is called „robbing democracy‟.” 
“The determination shown in the Occupy Movement is worth appreciation but you 
have to understand what true democracy is before you fight for it. For me, true 
democracy has to improve the economy and people‟s livelihood.” 
“Are all democratic countries good? Democracy is not a perfect system.” 
As for the government-student dialogue, the government officials correspond to 
spoken dialogues that occupying roads affect others‟ rights and freedom, which is not 
democratic and does not show respect for diversity of views. They point out that 
democracy is not only a system but also an attitude. They also emphasize that 
democracy means to achieve “harmony in diversity” and put public good before 
individual pursuit. They advise the occupants to compromise and practice democracy 
by ending the protest but not only preaching democracy. 
D1: “While we express our views, we should adopt legal, peaceful and rational 
approaches that do not affect other citizens‟ rights and freedom in order to attain the 
Confucian philosophy of “harmony in diversity”. Democracy is not only about a system 
but also an attitude. Respecting others and putting society‟s overall benefits before 
individual pursuit are what I think the true spirit of democracy.” 
D2: “Are you representing the majority of views of Hong Kong people? As I said, 
political reform is a very complex and sensitive issue. There is a great diversity of 
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views in society and we cannot homogenize them and claim that there is only one kind 
of opinion.” 
D3: “I understand that you hope to pursue democracy. But while pursuing democracy, 
you have to realize that democracy requires pluralism and respect for others. You need 
to compromise when facing different views…those sitting at home wish to have 
universal suffrage in 2017. They don‟t insist on having civil nominations. We hope you 
can also consider others‟ will. Otherwise, you are talking the talk of democracy but not 
walking the walk of democracy.” 
The students respond to the government officials by agreeing that democracy is 
both a system and an attitude. They argue that democracy is more than only the 
provision of voting right but also the validation and protection of rights, equality and 
freedom. They also highlight the importance of equal participation of people with 
different backgrounds under a fair election system as compared to the limited public 
involvement in social and political affairs under meritocracy. 
D4: “I certainly agree that democracy is a spirit and therefore, for democracy to 
move forward, it is not only the increase of votes, but also the validation of rights as 
well as the protection of our rights to equality and freedom.” 
D5: “When the chief executive mentions that the nominating committee will exclude a 
million citizens with monthly incomes under HKD 14000, it implies that their political 
rights will be exploited. Are they going to be “second-class” citizens from generation 
to generation?” 
D6: “Democracy is the embodiment of participation of different social classes but not 
a manipulative game of the elite. We can observe that opinions in the movement are 
stratified and people from different walks of life truly practice democracy on the 
street. Compared to the empty, vote-oriented and “pocket-it-first” democracy, this is 
a much more advanced version of democracy.” 
4.2.3 Theme 3: Rights and Responsibility 
Different perceptions of citizens‟ rights and responsibility are revealed in the 
three modes of dialogues. Written dialogues commonly express that people need to 
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defend their rights and bear a sense of responsibility to protect the city. It is observed 
that they apologize to the people affected by roadblocks but affirm their responsibility 
to occupy the streets and bear certain inconvenience. Sacrifice must be made for the 
worthiness of safeguarding rights and justice. This message is expressed succinctly in 
E8: “Freedom is not free”. Moreover, it is found that many of them emphasize that 
they hold responsibility for the future of the next generations and consider active 
participation as a civil responsibility while condemning the act of silence. In some 
cases, it is interesting to find that bearing such civil responsibility, people are 
awakened to realize and affirm their sense of local identity and belonging due to the 
movement.  
E1: “When dictatorship becomes a fact, revolution becomes a duty!” 
E2: “My apology to make you wake up early to catch the bus and walk longer 
distance. My apology to affect your livelihood. My apology to make you sleepless at 
night. But for the sake of having a government that will listen to our voices, please 
show understanding for our actions!” 
E3: “I‟m exhausted. I‟m scared. But for the children‟s future, how can I exclude 
myself from this?” 
E4: “The previous generation escapes from the Communist Party to Hong Kong. 
Don‟t let our next generation return to its evil clutch.” 
E5: “The movement will actually cause certain short-term inconvenience but we hope 
that it can bring long-term justice. Without such justice, our lives will only be more 
inconvenient for the years to come.” 
E6: “All that is necessary for evil to triumph is that good men do nothing.” 
E7: “As a Hong Kong citizen, I certainly feel grieved to witness such turmoil happen. 
But more often than not, I feel moved. In the face of such brutal regime, people still 
show their determination to insist. It is the first time I‟m proud to identity myself as a 
HongKonger. Hong Kong students fight on! I support you.” 
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On the other, many spoken dialogues emphasize often that their rights and 
freedom are restricted and neglected due to roadblocks. Some express that they have 
sufficient basic rights and freedom but the movement destroys and sacrifices the 
accomplishment that the previous generations diligently established. Besides, the term 
or concept of responsibility is rarely mentioned clearly. However, from their verbal 
articulation, it can be observed that obeying to laws, ensuring social and economic 
stability appear to be their common understanding of responsibility. Spoken dialogues 
focus more on rights than responsibility and their perceptions contrast sharply with 
those expressed in written dialogues. 
“This is self-destruction and meaningless sacrifice. Don‟t drag us behind and affect 
the innocent.” 
“Participants of the Occupy Movement sacrifice others‟ interests by blocking the 
roads. Why will you want others to sacrifice with you?” 
 As for the government-student dialogue, the government officials stress on their 
institutional rights and responsibility to balance different social interests, promote the 
political reform, make considerations from a national dimension and restore social 
order. Their sense of rights and responsibility is grounded in a rather legal, 
governmental and managerial perspective.  
F1: “Having aspirations only does not work sometimes. We need to consider from the 
reality or practical point of view. Under “one country two systems”, the HKSAR 
government has the responsibility to fulfill the constitutional requirements.” 
F2: “To make policies that can benefit the general public in the long run is our 
conscience, our dignity, our responsibility and even our calling. Thus, students, 
please don‟t always question whether the government officials have conscience or not. 
Conscience is of course important, but we need dignity and calling even more. We do 
it in a way that balances the interests of every social class.” 
The students think that they should exercise their rights to express their thoughts 
and organize the class boycott because their political rights are being exploited under 
an unfair election system. Their sense of responsibility is a moral obligation 
summarized succinctly in the popular slogan E9: “Born in the times of turmoil, bear a 
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sense of responsibility”(生於亂世 有種責任). It is found that much emphasis is put 
on their willingness to devote themselves to the movement and resist injustice by 
making sacrifices. They respond to the government officials that they should use their 
institutional rights and responsibility to fight for the most democratic political reform 
by making the prominent comment – „You are the officials chosen by this era!‟ shown 
below. 
F3: “The younger generation thinks that our society is deteriorating. They think that 
Hong Kong‟s political system is facing a very serious problem. They think that they 
should use class-boycott to awaken our society. They need to care about the issue in 
order to sustain the future development of Hong Kong.” 
F4: “Many people say, „We are the kids chosen by this era!‟ but I believe that the 
same depiction can also apply on the government officials – „You are the officials 
chosen by this era!‟ It is up to you to be the officials that are responsible and devoted 
to developing Hong Kong‟s political reform or the people condemned by history for 
ruining Hong Kong‟s democratic future.” 
F5: “Why are so many people willing to carry out civil disobedience? Why are we 
willing to be arrested? Why are so many university students willing to be arrested? 
Willing to bear legal consequences? Willing to be prosecuted, even bearing criminal 
records and being put behind bars? Why have some citizens and students slept on the 
street for 24 days?” 
F6: “The government keeps asking students or citizens to compromise. I want to ask 
„have we not sacrificed enough?‟ – so many young people have devoted their study, 
energy, future and freedom…the government still wants us to “pocket-it-first”, accept 
the election restrictions, accept the reality and go home to continue our life. We, and 
the whole awakened generation will not accept this response!” 
4.2.4 Theme 4: Violence 
 The theme “violence” can be interpreted as people‟s perceptions towards the 
involvement of violence in pursuit of justice. Many written dialogues support the 
adoption of peaceful manners to approach justice and disapprove of violence, which 
can be shown in the catchphrase “Peaceful, rational, non-violent and no foul language” 
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(和理非非). In addition, a considerable amount of them condemn the police‟s use of 
force to manage the protest. 
G1: “Commitment to non-violence is not an outmoded and unworkable strategy.” 
G2: “Darkness cannot remove darkness. Only light can. Violence cannot remove 
violence. Only love can.” 
 On the other hand, spoken dialogues on one hand condemn protestors of using 
certain violence to contend with the police but on the other hand support the police‟s 
professional decisions in using violence to disperse protestors for restoring social 
order, clearing the streets and executing court orders. 
“Police have given warnings before clearance and thus, it is justified to disperse 
protestors with violence.” 
“I don‟t think tear gas is an attacking weapon but just a tool to disperse the protest 
crowds. I respect the police‟s professional decision. They just tried to resume the traffic, 
which is reasonable enough. This is not excessive use of force.” 
 As for the government-student dialogue, the government officials mainly 
comment that the police manage the protest with the utmost tolerance and discipline. 
They express their concerns that some protestors attempt to use violence to pursue 
democracy and disapprove of such attempts. 
H1: “Responding to the bloodshed, the Hong Kong Police Force has been treating the 
movement with maximum tolerance and discipline to maintain social order in the past 
20 days…” 
 The students affirm the stance to resist in peaceful manners. They respond to the 
government officials by condemning the use of force by the police, which implies that 
violence is not a preferable option to approach justice. 
H2: “The police said that pepper spray had been almost used up. This is using a 
violent approach to solve a political problem but violence is not the solution to the 
current social controversy.” 
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4.2.5 Theme 5: The Significance of Dialogue 
Written dialogues generally display the desire to dialogue in hopes of breaking the 
social impasse and educating the public about various social issues for enhancing 
citizenship. Furthermore, it is discovered that people feel a sense of uncertainty and 
powerlessness to obtain effective outcomes from dialogues. Despite the difficulty to 
engage in dialogue, they still insist on the significance of dialogue and maintain a sense 
of hope for possible social changes through dialogue. 
I1: “I want dialogue but do not want useless talk!” 
I2: “The dialogue is fruitless. Angry but so what. Talk another day.” 
I3: “To educate the younger generation or friends and spread the messages of 
universal suffrage, democracy and rule of law. If the environment is not favorable of 
dialogue, try to spread the messages in a relaxing manner and don‟t give up in the 
face of difficulties.” 
 On the other hand, no relevant data was collected for spoken dialogues since they 
do not mention much about the significance of dialogues. Perhaps, it is not within 
their major concerns. 
 As for the government-student dialogue, the government officials think that the 
purpose of the dialogue is to provide an opportunity of discussion for mutual 
understanding rather than a debate. The peaceful attitude and harmonious atmosphere 
are emphasized by them as some key conditions for constructive dialogues. 
J1: “This is not a debate competition. Therefore, there is no so-called “win” or 
“lose”. I hope students can make use of this 2-hour opportunity to engage in a sincere 
and meaningful discussion of Hong Kong‟s political reform.” 
J2: “The 2-hour dialogue has been constructive and meaningful. We have been 
peaceful and managed our emotions well….I wish this would not be the only meeting 
and hope that we will have more chances to communicate and exchange ideas...the 
door for dialogue is always open.” 
 The students express that the government has not communicated with some 
citizens effectively and they need to use this kind of protest in exchange of a proper 
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official dialogue to resolve the present social disputes. However, they think that the 
government‟s responses to people‟s requests are ineffective. 
J3: “We hoped to dialogue with government officials a month ago. A month after the 
movement started, we finally got the chance to dialogue. This makes many Hong 
Kong think that without this kind of protest, dialogue is hardly possible.” 
 
J4: “To dialogue is not to show friendliness or weakness to the government. But when 
society focuses on the issue of political reform, we hope to get some responses from 
the government officials for planning our future development.”
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and Analysis of Research Findings 
 This chapter discusses and synthesizes the research findings in light of the 
research questions, literature review and conceptual framework. Certain findings are 
highlighted for deeper discussion. This part continues to inquire into the second 
research question (“How do the identified dialogues reveal the understanding of 
citizenship?”) and draws implications for the third research question (How can the 
Liberal Studies curriculum respond to the contextualized citizenship?) 
5.1  The Revelation of Thin and Thick Citizenship 
 Overall, the research findings have exposed a ruptured state of society, revealing 
tension and conflicts represented by two dominant streams of polarized understanding 
of citizenship – the truth-seeking and the truth-embracing. Three aspects of the 
findings are highlighted for comparisons and analysis. 
First of all, in terms of the dimension of aspirations, it is found that the 
truth-seeking shows greater tendency to pursue values such as freedom, justice, 
equality and fairness. They make attempts to challenge the authority and emphasize 
the autonomy of life and moral pursuit. On the other hand, it is observed that the 
truth-embracing shows greater tendency to adhere to values such as social order, 
livelihood, stability, legality and economic prosperity. They look to accept the 
authority and be satisfied with the existing social establishment. The truth-seeking 
seems more aspirational and resistant to succumbing to the reality while the 
truth-embracing seems more pragmatic and shows more willingness to conform to the 
present social structure. 
 Secondly, in terms of the understanding of democracy, it is found that the 
truth-seeking treats democracy as a basic human right. They think that a fair system 
and democratic culture that respect universal values can ensure equal participation, 
political rights, civil dignity and freedom. On the other hand, the truth-embracing 
does not articulate clearly what democracy means to them but sees the occupying 
approach as undemocratic. They rarely touch upon concepts of a democratic system 
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such as equality and fairness but emphasize the disturbance of livelihood due to the 
pursuit of democracy. The truth-seeking tends to see democracy as a manifestation of 
civil rights, protections and respect while the truth-embracing does not show clear 
articulation of comments in response to the concepts or drawbacks of democracy but 
tend to show ignorance, doubt and even rejection to this system. 
Thirdly, in terms of the perception of rights and responsibility, it is discovered 
that the truth-seeking tends to see rights and responsibility as a reciprocal relationship 
while the truth-embracing tends to prioritize rights over responsibility. The 
truth-seeking stresses on voicing opinions, taking actions and making sacrifices in 
order to defend values, initiate social changes and protect the next generations besides 
other long-term commitments. On the other hand, it is found that the truth-seeking 
generally concerns with the short-term inconvenience of personal life and the 
disturbance of their rights to use the roads due to the blockage. The concept of 
responsibility is rarely mentioned and may not be their major concerns. The 
truth-seeking‟s perception of rights and responsibility tends to be more altruistic while 
the truth-embracing‟s perception of rights and responsibility tends to be more 
self-oriented. 
 The above comparisons reveal a nuanced understanding of citizenship that 
corresponds with the thin and thick conceptions of citizenship mentioned in the 
literature review (Bubeck, 1995). The truth-embracing displays characteristics of 
“thin citizenship” such as rights privileged, passive participation, independence and 
emphasis of legal importance while the truth-seeking displays characteristics of “thick 
citizenship” such as rights and responsibility as mutually supportive, active 
participation, interdependence and emphasis of moral pursuit. 
 Indeed, it can be noted that both the truth-seeking and truth-embracing recognize 
the importance of social stability, economic prosperity and rule of law. However, 
there seems to be gaps of their understanding towards these concepts. The 
truth-seeking tends to perceive those concepts from the perspective of justice, spiritual 
pursuit and long-term vision while the truth-embracing tends to perceive those 
concepts from the perspective of basic living concerns and immediate gratification. 
Therefore, the depth of their understanding of concepts, prioritization of values, 
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difference in backgrounds and other aspects give rise to the observed conflict of 
views. 
Instead of simply perceiving the differentiated citizenship as the dichotomy of 
“right and wrong”, it can actually be seen as the vision of social values and depth of 
citizenship practice that a society aspires to cultivate and achieve. The spectrum of 
views reveal stratified levels of citizenship maturity. As a society matures and elevates, 
it should be approaching a “thicker” sense of citizenship. This gradual transformation 
aims to bring about changes that promote the common good and sustain a healthy 
state of co-existence of differences in an aspired society. 
5.2  The New Paradigm of Perceiving Differences  
 It can be observed from the findings that the thin and thick conceptions of 
citizenship give rise to a polarized spectrum of differences. These differences do not 
only present diversity in a pluralistic society but also seem to intensify conflicts 
among various camps. In some cases, it seems that people‟s exposure to differences 
has not led to the expansion of capacity to take in others‟ perspectives and the 
reconstruction of citizenship for attaining a renewed and advanced state of being. 
There is a tendency to emphasize, reject and suppress differences rather than making 
attempts to recognize, mediate and accept differences. This lack of capacity to deal 
with differences has made “difference” equivalent to “dissonance, dissociation and 
disrespect”. 
 Some findings emphasize the concept of “harmony in diversity” and “respect for 
differences” as the spirit of democracy. It seems that people attempt to find coherence 
and resonance among differences. Therefore, it is a commitment to make a conscious 
shift of understanding citizenship from “separation of differences” to “synergy of 
differences”. This commitment to dealing with differences seeks to build “coherence 
of understanding” rather than “coercion of agreement”. Conflicting views or 
disagreements should not simply be ignored and disrespected. Instead, they should be 
captured and understood through rational deliberation so as to accept the fact that 
people can agree to disagree. Also, this recognition of difference is grounded in the 
principle of equality, echoing with Young‟s (1990) suggestion of equality in pluralism 
and Flecha‟s (2000) idea of “egalitarian dialogue” mentioned in the literature review. 
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Each view is taken as being of equal account in egalitarian dialogue and difference 
does not necessarily imply inequality in a pluralistic society. However, a basic 
premise is that there should be a system or culture that allows the simultaneous, fair 
and natural display of diverse views but not the dominance of censored, contrived, 
manipulative and monopolistic thoughts that intend to suppress different voices. 
5.3  Envisioning Dialogue as Civil Empowerment 
5.3.1 The Validation of Dialogue 
 The research findings disclose that violence is not advocated as a preferable 
approach to pursue justice. This understanding corresponds with the literature review, 
which interprets the adoption of violence to resolve conflicts as the negation of choice 
and compromise that dehumanizes relationships and minimizes the opportunity for 
consensus-building. This primitive approach to resolving conflicts is not suggested in 
normative situations.  
On the other hand, the research findings show people‟s readiness to dialogue in 
resolving conflicts and validate the significance of dialogue even though its 
effectiveness may fall short of expectations. Unlike violence which treats outcomes as 
the dichotomy of “victory and defeat”, dialogue sustains a sense of hope and signifies 
the possibility of change in a peaceful process of deliberation that aims for mutual 
benefits. The finding mentions that dialogue is not a debate that results in “winning or 
losing”. Therefore, instead of producing simply winners and losers, dialogue intends 
to enhance mutual understanding for building human relationships. Although it is not 
to suggest that dialogue can resolve all conflicts, this commitment to non-violent 
approach is considered an indication of civilization and the way forward for modern 
citizenship. 
5.3.2 Dialogue for Sustainable Citizenship 
 The research findings reveal that some people feel unconfident to achieve 
positive and substantial responses from the government but they still show a desire to 
dialogue with the government. One the one hand, it is encouraged to keep forging a 
dialogic relationship with the government and on the other hand, it is advised to 
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realize the importance of making a gradual transition from the sole reliance on the 
government to the active engagement in dialogue within local communities for 
initiating changes. Clarke (1996) perceives thick citizenship as “activity that shifts the 
center of politics away from the state and so recovers the possibility of politics as an 
individual participation in a shared and communal activity”. The people-oriented 
citizenship gives participants more personal ownership of understanding citizenship 
by reclaiming and exercising rights and responsibility through self-initiated practice 
than the government-oriented citizenship. This perceptional shift of citizenship from 
the governmental level to the social level intends to cultivate a civil culture essential 
for the development of sustainable citizenship beyond the habituated dependence on 
system. 
 The above attitudinal shift can be materialized through building a network of 
dialogue communities. The UM is described to have awakened politically apathetic 
people to care for society and catalyzed the formation of various dialogue 
communities. In order to sustain these legacies for enhancing citizenship, these 
clusters of people can gather and collaborate to promote a culture of dialogue in local 
communities. This collective effort aims to promote new thinking and collaborative 
engagement in public affairs for sustaining the sense of civil awakening, ethic of 
participation and spirit of self-initiation. The cultivation of extensive democratic 
attitude and atmosphere is particularly essential for a place without a sturdy 
democratic system but certain civil liberty. Dialogue communities intend to 
democratize the social sphere and mediate civil disputes of a ruptured state, turning 
confrontation into conversation. 
5.4  Implications of the Contextualized Citizenship for the LS Curriculum 
 The collected dialogues from the UM have revealed a nuanced understanding of 
citizenship. People have expressed different views towards concepts such as 
aspirations, democracy, and rights and responsibility. The conflicts of values have 
resulted in verbal insults, physical violence and social polarization. If the situation 
becomes habitual and continues to worsen, these unhealthy signs may lead to 
potential threat and social upheaval unfavorable for the long-term stability, prosperity 
and civil development of the city.  
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 In order to stop reproducing a vicious cycle of social disputes and division, LS 
can play an important role in shaping future citizenship of the younger generations. 
Therefore, this part draws implications from the contextualized citizenship to respond 
to the LS curriculum. Based on the findings, the contextualized citizenship can be 
summarized in three key aspects: (1) A mix of thin and thick citizenship is revealed in 
terms of the aspects of common aspirations, understanding of democracy, and rights 
and responsibility; (2) Dissent and differences are difficult to be mediated in a 
pluralistic society with such polarized understanding of citizenship; (3) Violence is 
not advocated in pursuit of justice and peaceful approaches are more acceptable and 
preferable. 
The contextualized citizenship of the social setting gives insights into the LS 
citizenship education development of the school setting for approaching an aspired 
state of citizenship. Therefore, three directions of citizenship development are 
formulated in response to the contextualized citizenship: (1) The importance of 
transforming from thin to thick citizenship; (2) The commitment to showing respect 
for diversity and dealing with differences civilly in a pluralistic society; (3) The 
validation of dialogue as a civil approach to the empowerment of citizenship. 
5.4.1 Student Diversity as the Manifestation of Pluralism 
 As reviewed in the literature, the LS curriculum aims to cultivate students‟ 
capacity to respect for diversity and handle conflicting values with open-mindedness 
and tolerance. Moreover, CDC&HKEAA (2007) perceives student diversity as 
individuals with varied family, social, economic and cultural backgrounds. Since 
schools are miniatures of society, their differences in talents, personalities, intelligence, 
interests, learning abilities and styles create opportunities for understanding and 
practicing citizenship. 
In a classroom full of diversity, it is essential for teachers to be able to realize, 
identify and make use of these naturally available resources for building a dynamic 
learning environment resembling the authentic social setting. Teachers‟ capability of 
bringing such diversity to life will influence students‟ capacity to learn to deal with 
differences in their everyday experience. When students‟ differences can be 
strategically and constructively utilized to demonstrate pluralistic co-existence, it can 
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help them understand the meaning of diversity and practice the management of 
conflicting views in preparation for their adulthood in society. 
5.4.2 Actualization of Pluralism through Learning Communities 
 Recognizing the importance of student diversity, pluralistic classrooms can be 
materialized more effectively through building clusters of classroom-based learning 
communities. CDC&HKEAA (2007) defines a learning community as “a group of 
people who have shared values and goals, and who work closely together to generate 
knowledge and create new ways of learning through active participation, collaboration 
and reflection.” Furthermore, a defining characteristic of a learning community is to 
emphasize “the co-construction approach” meaning a community of learners who 
contribute collectively to the creation of knowledge. Typical pedagogical strategies 
utilized in LS classrooms to demonstrate knowledge co-construction are group 
discussions, role play and other collaborative projects. 
 Eck (1995) proposes a new paradigm of pluralism that exemplifies a more 
advanced citizenship in dealing with diversity: (1) Pluralism is not diversity alone, but 
active engagement with diversity; (2) Pluralism is not just tolerance, but the active 
seeking of understanding across lines of difference; (3) Pluralism is based on dialogue 
– give and take, criticism and self-criticism. This paradigm shift of understanding 
pluralism stresses dynamic interactions of differences, authentic relationship-building 
and commitment to acknowledging, mediating and accepting differences in order to 
achieve peaceful co-existence of diversity. 
 Contextualizing the concepts of “learning community” and “the co-construction 
approach” in Eck‟s suggestions of perceiving pluralism, the key principle of the 
actualization of pluralistic classrooms is the active participation in query and 
responses in the learning process. Eck (1995) argues that mere diversity without 
authentic interactions and relationships will only cause increasing social tensions. 
Therefore, in a learning community, the mere presence of diverse and conflicting 
views is not enough but it is the dynamic interactions and exchange of ideas for 
enhancing mutual understanding and enriching perspectives that count.  
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 In addition to the active engagement, a learning community also needs advocate 
the spirit of tolerance but this tolerance does not equal to indifference. Mere tolerance 
is too thin a foundation for a world of differences because it does not remove 
ignorance and leaves in place half-truth and stereotypes that underlie old patterns of 
division and violence. The LS curriculum emphasizes much about respect for 
diversity, openness and tolerance but if it aims to develop students into responsible 
global citizens with the capacity to be tolerant yet not indifferent, tolerance must be 
properly interpreted as it is a key aspect of understanding citizenship. 
 One the other hand, since mere diversity and tolerance do not require different 
people to understand each another, dialogue plays a significant role in a learning 
community. Dialogue is a mutual process of speaking and listening that reveals 
students‟ common understandings and real differences. Dialogue does not mean people 
will eventually agree with one another but it can be seen as a commitment to being 
present for dialogue as a sign of self-justification. Moreover, during dialogue, students 
are not passive listeners but they also have to observe “code of manners” and avoid 
any personal criticism by upholding the fundamental principle of “respecting others”. 
This practice intends to internalize the value of respect for differences and civilized 
citizenship. 
 In short, the establishment of classroom-based community learning emphasizes a 
sense of responsive and reciprocal sharing culture that aims for collaboration and 
co-construction of knowledge and synergy of differences for enriched understanding 
and learning experience. The emphasis of community membership in learning at 
schools prepares students for the wider tasks of citizenship in a pluralistic society. 
5.4.3 Nurturing the Spirit of Truth-seeking through Dialogue 
The manifestation of student diversity and the effectiveness of learning 
communities cannot come to full play without the activating agent of dialogue. In this 
contextualized understanding of citizenship, the commitment to dialogue signifies the 
quest for an unceasing journey of truth-seeking. The research findings show that some 
people adhere rigidly to their own stance and show stubbornness to understand others‟ 
perspectives. Also, the collected spoken dialogues, in particular, rarely mention about 
the significance of dialogue. This lack of interest in inquiring into their gaps of 
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understanding and seeking deeper meaning reveals that they have been accustomed to 
an established mode of thinking, which prohibits them from generating renewed and 
“thicker” understanding of citizenship. 
However, CDC&HKEAA (2007) aims to develop students‟ appreciation for 
universal values, respect for evidence and capacity to handle conflicting or diverse 
views. Therefore nurturing the spirit of truth-seeking in new generations is one of the 
mission in fulfillment of the curriculum advocacy. Voltaire (1779) expresses that 
human intelligence is limited and it cannot be ensured that our way of thinking is 
always absolutely right. Moreover, Bohm (1996) acknowledges the need to think 
holistically, but also argues that people can never “see the whole” because “the whole 
is too much”. Both references acknowledge human limitations of understanding the 
completeness of “truths” and display humility to the vastness of knowledge. This in 
return validates the importance of truth-seeking in the process of advancing 
citizenship and dialogues serve as one of the key transformative forces in this sincere 
quest. 
With the commitment to truth-seeking, students of the new generations transform 
from thin to thick citizenship that keeps growing “thicker” and “thicker” as the pursuit 
continues. To be a responsible, conscious, conscientious global citizen advocated by 
the LS curriculum is to be a life-long truth-seeker and peace-maker committed to 
bridging gaps of dissonant understanding and promoting mutual understanding in 
joint co-constructions of new discoveries towards a civil future. This recognition of 
the importance of truth-seeking indeed manifests the core nature of a deep sense of 
citizenship – an ever-evolving process for the promotion of common good and the 
long-term betterment of human civilization. 
 In short, student diversity serves as natural resources of pluralism and learning 
communities act as agents to accommodate such manifestation of pluralism. Learning 
communities make use of the dialogic approach to materialize the value of 
truth-seeking in pursuit of a visionary state of citizenship. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
6.1  Summary of the Research 
 This research has taken a qualitative approach to examine the contextualized 
understanding of citizenship revealed from the three modes of dialogues – written, 
spoken and the government-student dialogues – collected mainly by naturalistic 
observation. Five major themes were identified from the collected dialogues. The 
findings generally showed a nuanced understanding of citizenship and dissent in three 
themes including common aspirations, democracy, and rights and responsibility.  
 The nuanced understanding of citizenship was further analyzed and revealed a 
rather polarized nature of the findings, corresponding to the thin and thick 
conceptions of citizenship. The contextualized understanding of citizenship displayed 
an antagonistic state of society comprised of a polarized mix of thin and thick 
citizenship. Besides, differences were difficult to be mediated in such a pluralistic 
society. However, despite the difficulty to mediate dissent, the findings disclosed that 
people tend to disagree with the adoption of violence to approach justice and validate 
the significance of dialogue. 
 The contextualized citizenship drew implications for the citizenship development 
of the LS curriculum. First of all, Teachers could utilize student diversity effectively 
to create a pluralistic environment in learning. Moreover, building classroom-based 
learning communities that allow the manifestation of pluralism, the practice of 
managing conflicting views and the co-construction of knowledge was suggested. In 
addition, nurturing the spirit of truth-seeking in new generations through the approach 
of dialogue was considered a way to advance students‟ citizenship. 
Overall, this research engaged in an insightful journey of exploring the 
contextualized understanding of citizenship based on the UM. Some questions have 
been answered in the research but more challenging questions were raised during the 
exploration. Further inquiry was needed to fulfill the emancipatory potential of 
citizenship and bring out the visibility of its new paradigms in a pluralistic era for an 
envisioned future. 
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6.2  Research Limitation 
The main research limitation is that although many opinions were captured, the 
diversity of voices is still not enough. The opinions were mostly presented in public 
spaces that were relatively accessible but rather polarized. Certain subtle yet dominant 
voices were relatively difficult to be collected due to their little public involvement in 
the UM. Moreover, these subtle and mild voices may be neglected or flattened by the 
mass media so that data sources are relatively challenging to be approached due to 
their insufficient exposure. Besides, due to the time and word limit, a mass scale 
research is rather difficult to be implemented for capturing more diverse opinions of 
citizenship understanding. Otherwise, a more complex and diversified understanding 
of citizenship beyond the scope of the research may be discovered. 
6.3  Recommendation for Further Investigation 
It is suggested that the present situation and effectiveness of community learning 
and the utilization of dialogue in handling diversity and conflicting views in LS 
classrooms can be reviewed and evaluated in order to further modify or formulate 
relevant educational policies, and provide specific support and resources for 
enhancing the learning effectiveness of LS as part of the citizenship education in 
Hong Kong. 
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Appendix A 
Coded Written Dialogues 
Theme 1: Common Aspirations 
Code Photo Code Photo 
A1 
 
A2 
 
A3 
 
A4 
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A5 
 
A6 
 
A7 
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Uncoded Written Dialogues (Theme 1: Common Aspirations) 
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Theme 2: Democracy 
Code Picture Code Picture 
C1 
 
C2 
 
C3 
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Uncoded Written Dialogues (Theme 2: Democracy) 
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Theme 3: Rights and Responsibility 
Code Picture Code Picture 
E1 
 
E2 
 
E3 
 
E4 
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E5 
 
E6 
 
E7 
 
E8 
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E9 
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Uncoded Written Dialogues (Theme 3: Rights and Responsibility) 
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Theme 4: Violence 
Code Picture Code Picture 
G1 
 
G2 
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Uncoded Written Dialogues (Theme 4: Violence) 
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Theme 5: The Significance of Dialogue 
Code Picture Code Picture 
I1 
 
I2 
 
I3 
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Uncoded Written Dialogues (Theme 5: The Significance of Dialogue) 
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Appendix B 
Government-Student Dialogue Transcript 
Revisiting Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx9I5E4Ve24  (政府與學聯就政改對話  2014/10/21) 
發言人 時段 對話內容 
政府(林鄭
月娥) 
16:00 - 23:40 我同特區嘅其他幾位同事 今日係帶住誠意  同各位同學會面  ( J1 ) 今日唔係一個辯論比賽  所以應該係冇所謂輸
或者贏嘅  我希望大家能夠把握跟住落嚟嘅兩小時 就香港嘅政制發展作出一個坦誠和有意義的討論   
特區政府好尊重同學追求民主嘅理想同埋堅持  以及對於香港政制發展嘅執着 我哋大家都係熱愛香港嘅 對香港呢
個家嘅未來發展係充滿熱誠  當然希望香港成為一個更加民主更加進步嘅地方 呢一點我哋係充分理解嘅 同學嘅聲
音同埋訴求 特區政府、香港社會以至到中央政府都係清晰咁聽到 但無論理想有幾崇高 都應該係以合法、合情、合
理嘅方式去爭取嘅 長期嘅佔領街道、堵塞交通係無幫助解決當前政制發展嘅爭議 只會破壞咗社會嘅秩序 影響咗普
羅市民嘅生活 甚至係生計 而唔少嘅家庭 朋友之間嘅關係  亦都係因為各人對於佔中嘅運動立場唔同 受到唔少嘅
考驗同埋困擾 受害嘅呢係每一位既香港人 我希望同學能夠顧全大局  以市民大眾嘅福祉為依歸 帶頭呼籲佔領者
係盡快撤離 等到市民嘅生活同埋社會嘅秩序可以早日回復正常 等到緊張關係係得以緩和 我相信呢一個無論係對
於各位同學 對於受佔領行動影響生活嘅各位市民  對於近日來為咗維持社會秩序 謹守崗位 任勞任怨嘅香港警隊  
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以至到每一位好愛香港 好珍惜香港嘅香港人 都係及時正確嘅一步   
大家必須要明白 政制發展一直以來都係一個複雜而且富爭議性嘅議題 社會上唔同嘅人士對呢個議題有唔同嘅意見 
唔同嘅訴求 政府係完全可以理解嘅 我懇請大家係發表意見 係表達訴求嘅時候 ( D1 ) 都應該係以一個守法 和平理
性 同埋唔影響其他市民嘅權利同埋自由嘅情況之下進行  君子要做到 “和而不同” 民主唔單只係個制度 亦都係態
度  要做到尊重別人 把社會嘅整體利益凌駕於個人嘅追求 呢個我認為先係真正嘅民主精神  
我哋睇返世界各地民主嘅制度都係從憲制嘅層面作出規定嘅。。。。 
23:17 今日我哋真係希望能夠尋找到一個共識嘅出路 但無論如何 今日能夠大家有一個見面 俾雙方進一步了解彼此
嘅立場 就依家面對嘅政改問題展開對話 都係非常之有意義嘅 所以我衷心希望社會能夠上下一心 重新係我哋政制
發展嘅路途上邁進 唔好係呢個重要嘅關頭錯失機會 
學聯 
(周永康) 
24:00 - 33:40 當日係有 13,000 個學生行出嚟話罷課 ( F3 ) 因為呢班年青人都覺得依家呢個社會係沉淪緊 佢哋都覺得香港嘅政制
問題出現咗好大問題 佢哋都覺得必須要用罷課呢個行動來喚醒社會  覺得我哋必須同時關注呢個議題香港先可以
行落去  9 月 22 號罷課 之後大約九月尾由 13,000 個人 到到幾十萬人行上街頭 去到公民抗命 係呢一個月以黎佢哋
食咗好多嘅胡椒噴霧 有 83 粒嘅催淚彈 然之後又捱警棍 好多電視機畫面都見到唔少既市民佢地和平抗爭但頭破血
流  點解佢哋都要行出來 我相信佢哋唔係主動想要行出來 佢哋都係迫於無奈 佢哋都係比政府逼到佢地真係冇其
他方法 佢哋必須要透過街頭抗爭 佢哋先可以令到佢地嘅聲音係獲得政府嘅正視 ( J3 ) 一個月前我哋希望可以同政
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府官員梁振英對話 一個月後我哋終於有一個同官員對話嘅機會 咁我相信好多香港人都會覺得唔靠抗爭 其實對話
係難以實行嘅 點解咁多人覺得咁憤怒 或者願意用街頭嘅時間 去話俾香港政府聽 佢哋希望一個更加好嘅社會 我
相信就係在座好多香港人 無論佢而家係唔同嘅佔領區 或者睇住電視直播嘅人 佢哋都會對於 8 月 31 號人大決議 係
不滿甚至係不認同 認為銳意拒絕 因為香港人由 80 年代開始大家爭取民主 爭取左 30 年 人大決議就好似話比佢哋
聽 你哋嘅民主路我今日就閹割左佢 我相信呢個係好多香港人當期時嘅一個感覺呢 因為 8 月 31 號嗰個時候天馬公
園有一個集會 個陣時我見到陳健民教授佢自己係度好悲涼咁樣嘆 30 年前佢係一個學生去爭取民主政制 30 年之後
香港嘅民主依然係寸步難行 30 年之後有另外一批嘅大學生行出嚟 但民主嘅進程究竟我哋行到邊個位呢。。。  
如果無咗提委會嘅存在  咁就會比一啲底下收入階層既人去壟斷左 佢未必係用壟斷呢個字 佢話政府係會傾斜低下
階層 換言之佢都係話好希望呢個提委會可以將好大部份嘅聲音排除在外  1200 人大家都知道商家係佔咗唔少數 咁
係咪政府係期望呢個提委會 選出嚟嘅特首候選人係繼續為財閥或者大商家把關 我諗每一個香港人對於呢一種嘅政
治制度都有好大質疑同埋疑問  我諗好多係大學裡面讀緊書嘅學生或者唔少嘅市民都會問政府一個問題 就係呢個
咁嘅選舉制度係咪就係民主 係咪就係自由 係唔就係可以保障到公民權利 係咪係就平等 呢個係咪我哋社會發展嘅
方向 一個唔平等嘅提委會導向嘅社會 係一個平等嘅社會 定係一個更加不平等嘅社會 貧富懸殊係咪更加嚴重呢 
大家都知道香港嘅堅尼系數好嚴重 我哋有 1,000,000 窮人係貧窮線以下生活 ( D5 ) 當特首提到 提委會係會排斥月
入收入(低過)＄14,000 嘅大部份市民既時候 咁其實呢一百萬人嘅政治權利係被人剝奪左 係唔係要佢哋世世代代都
做二等公民 我相信好多人都有呢個同樣嘅質疑  
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我今年 24 歲 兩年前我係一個一年級嘅學生 兩年前亦都係特首梁振英先生係會展當選作為新一屆既行政長官 當其
時有好多人都係會展出面抗議 我係其中一個 嗰日朝早我見到一個爸爸 孭住一個細路仔 手上面拎住一個牌 寫住
話 我的上一代係為咗逃避共產黨嘅魔爪而黎 我唔想下一代落入同樣嘅魔爪  我相信個爸爸並唔係話要推翻呢個政
權 但佢哋認為一個唔係由民主制度構建嘅國家 系唔能夠令呢個政府尊重人民意願  所以佢先急切認為依家呢個制
度唔能夠再忍受 我哋需要一個民主改革嘅制度。。。  
在座好多位官員都係港大畢業生 ( B2 ) 各位官員都明白明德格物係我哋嘅校訓 我相信明德格物即係我哋要求真 要
為咗真理捍衛 要發出我哋對於真相嘅渴求 但今天其實我哋嘅政府究竟係為左真理而發聲 定係因為特權因為壓力
我哋要低頭 我相信每一個市民望着今天既政府都會好失望。。。 第一輪嘅資訊階段報告唔係香港政府撰寫嘅 唔係
香港政府呈交既 人大佢落決議既時候既原因 唔係都係根基於香港政府所撰寫既報告 但點解今日香港政府好似完
全可以推卸晒所有嘅責任 我相信唔少嘅香港人都會感到極度嘅詫異 
我哋香港人對於未來嘅政制發展嘅訴求好簡單 公民提名拒絕欽點 廢除功能組別 呢個訴求其實唔係一朝一夕 講咗
好多年功能組別更加係講左十幾年要廢除。。。 我相信好多既市民希望香港政府甚至係在座咁多位官員會有政治魄
力提出一啲可行既方法 去將香港人既意願能夠納入去成個政制改革裏面 如果香港政府依然係想話比香港人聽 我
哋可以教導下一代公平自由民主人權 依然係可以話俾香港人係呢個社會裏面成長依然係有希望有夢想嘅話  我相
信特區政府在座官員要提出一啲解決方案 話到俾香港人聽 未來果條路可以點樣行落去 啱啱司長提到話 希望學生
可以呼籲係唔同佔領區嘅朋友離去 其實今次嘅運動唔係淨係年青一代發起 如果司長或其他官員有時間去唔同既佔
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領區行一轉 你會發覺老中青三代都係度 係幾代嘅香港人都匯聚喺呢場運動入面 最能夠令到香港人返屋企嘅就係
特區政府 
政府(林鄭
月娥) 
33:50 – 40:00 
 
( H1 ) 回應頭破血流 過去 20 幾日 香港市民睇到執法既香港警隊 係以最大嘅容忍 最大克制嘅態度 黎去維持社會
嘅秩序…但當然同學自己能夠好和平 好有秩序 有公民意識 咁去做呢個嘅示威 我哋都稍為肯定 但畢竟呢啲都係違
法嘅行為 ( B1 ) 我希望同學係爭取民主嘅同事 亦都要堅持係要法治 因為法治係香港嘅核心價值 如果法治都不保
嘅時候 我恐怕我哋跟住落去對於香港嘅前途都係危害左 
學聯 
(梁麗幗) 
52:20 – 53:40 
 
頭先司長都講得好清楚 因為我哋都要考慮到人大係最尾第五步嗰陣時 到底會唔會對香港提出來嘅方案進行落閘 
所以我哋要係第二部嗰陣時已經要自斷雙臂 我覺得係呢個講法上 電視機旁邊 睇緊直播嘅香港市民都會覺得非常
之憤怒 因為呢樣野係香港政府自己放棄緊係一國兩制底下釋法嘅五部曲 李飛先生所謂嘅說明其實係一個無法律約
束力的東西來嘅 而係呢個前提底下 應該由香港政府擔當起呢個憲制責任 為香港市民爭取一個最民主嘅普選方案 
然之後先交由我哋嘅立法會表決 然之後由人大去進行一個確認 依一點其實好清楚  而唔應該將呢個責任完全擺晒
係人大常委會作出呢個決定嘅時候 因為佢有手尾門嘅權力 所以而家香港政府就冇一個責任為香港市民爭取一個更
民主及普選制度 
學聯 53:40 – 56:12 民主係一種態度 但我哋可以睇返政府所做嘅資訊報告 如果政府覺得嗰個資訊報告係全面客觀嘅話 我覺得司長局
長大可以走去街上 20 萬人走去公民抗命 佢哋正正就覺得係之前嘅資訊報告入面 佢哋嘅意見係完全不被重視 所以
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(鍾耀華) 覺得好憤怒先走去街頭上面 民意唔係一天就練成 我相信當日政府寫個個諮詢報告嘅時候 依啲民意都通通存在…  
( D4 )民主當然我認同仲一種精神 所以民主如果要向前走一步 唔單單係選票上面嘅增加 民主嘅精神同樣在於一個
權利嘅確認 保障我哋平等自由嘅權利 好明顯睇得到係呢個八三一的決定入面 人大落左三閘之後我哋嘅政治權利
係大大收到打壓 如果大家稍為 - 正如局長啱用嘅字眼用常識去講 可以理解人大落左三閘之後係令到好多人好不滿 
我哋民主權利收到重大嘅損害 所以呢 呢個唔係民主嘅大進步 正如政府後期嘅文宣策略上面都睇到 選票真係唔要 
袋住先 意思就係話政府都明白呢一個唔係一個恰當嘅方法 唔係一個可以切實面對香港實際狀況嘅做法 要我地袋
住先即係妥協 呢個並唔係一個民主嘅精神 我哋見到大部份嘅市民都係街上面 點解政府仲唔去回應呢 所以我哋懇
切喺度 希望政府提出一個可以解決現時當下政治局面嘅問題  
補充一點就係 好多嘅市民講清楚今次公民抗命 ( B4 ) 係呢個運動之後大家會自首嘅 係會接受法律嘅制裁 呢個其
實係一個法治精神嘅體現 亦都係發自底下最大嘅抗爭嚟嘅 所以希望各位可以搞清楚呢一點 
政府 
(譚志源) 
1:01:40- 
1:02:50 
點解我哋將 2017 年作為政治生態改變嘅開始？。。。 其實好多時做特首或者政府都係要平衡各方面嘅利益 我哋唔
能夠傾向任何一邊 喺政府我學到嘅係要聆聽社會上唔同嘅聲音  作出一個嘅平衡  政策嘅取向要睇正面和反面 
( F2 ) 作出一個對公眾整體同埋長遠有利嘅政策 呢個就係我哋嘅良心 呢個就係我哋嘅尊嚴 呢個係我哋嘅本分 嚴
肅啲講呢個係我哋嘅召命 所以同學要理解 唔好成日問政府官員有冇良心 有良心當然係需要 我哋更加需要有尊嚴
和召命 做嘅時候要平衡社會上每個階層唔同人士嘅利益 
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學聯 
(岑敖暉) 
1:04:48-1:06:40 ( F5 ) 點解我地會咁多次願意出嚟公民抗命？ 點解我地會咁多次願意出嚟被捕？ 甚至有咁多大學生願意被捕？ 願
意承擔呢個法律責任？ 願意被檢控？ 甚至將來係會留案底？ 甚至將來係會有機會坐監？ 點解有市民有同學係會
瞓咗街 24 日？ 點解係會有市民每一日都出嚟捱催淚彈？ 每一日都出嚟捱胡椒噴霧？ 點解會有市民比警棍扑到頭
破血流都依然要堅守街頭？ 為嘅就係一樣好簡單嘅東西 為嘅就係希望特區政府可以保障香港人一啲好基本嘅權利 
包括係香港人爭取左 30 年嘅民主政制 包括係香港人一直好想有嘅民主嘅選舉權被選舉權同埋提名權 呢啲都係我地
認為一啲好基本嘅權利 呢啲亦都係我哋相信係法治保障嘅內容 ( B3 ) 啱啱司長局長好多次提到法治係香港嘅核心
價值 呢個我哋當然認同你都知道要尊重法律 要尊重基本法要尊重法治 但法治一個好核心嘅內容就係要保障人嘅
基本權利 法律系為人而寫法律系寫出嚟保障我哋嘅基本權利 法律唔係比少數權貴或者政府官員攞嚟當成一個政治
工具去踐踏去打壓 去是以扭曲我哋嘅基本權利  政治先至係我哋今次面對嘅最大問題 呢個係特區政府今次嘅政治 
意願 係人大常委會嘅政治意願  呢一個係政府特區嘅官員用政治嘅手段來包裝成法律問題嘅問題 
學聯 
(周永康) 
1:11:35-1:15:00 
 
( H2 ) 警方話胡椒噴霧用到 7788 呢個係用緊武力嘅方法去解決政治問題 係唔係解決到當下嘅社會爭議。。。 局外
人。。。 689 票嘅梁振英香港人從來冇提名過佢出嚟 亦都冇選個佢出嚟 究竟循住呢一種選舉委員會轉換為提名委
員會嘅方式 係權貴欽點平民抬橋 定係香港人真係可以參與到嘅政治制度裏面 我相信當下係唔同佔領區嘅香港人 
都係帶住非常之多嘅質疑先之行上街頭 
當政府話有好多牽制的條文係規範緊佢哋嗰陣時 同時間政府係提昌緊一個什麼社會的願景 提倡緊一個乜嘢嘅社會
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價值 我相信好多香港人都看在眼內 到底係唔係一個更平等公開嘅社會發展 定係開緊歷史倒車 
政府(林鄭
月娥) 
1:15:05-1:21:00 我哋聽到幾位同學講咩 佢哋嘅論據都似乎係建基於 ( D2 ) 你哋代表嘅意見就係香港社會就住政改嘅意見 正如我所
講 政改係一個非常之複雜敏感嘅課題 係社會上係 有多元嘅意見 我哋係唔能夠將佢嘅一元化左 就話各位宜家呢
個就係唯一嘅意見 所以就住呢個唯一嘅意見政府就要做一啲嘅工作 全國人大常委會就要作出一啲嘅修訂 無錯諮
詢期之後係有一個 6 月 22 號嘅所謂嘅公投 但係冇幾耐之後都有以一個百萬計人嘅簽名嘅運動 提出另一種嘅睇法 
所以香港嘅社會特別之處 就係任何時候對於呢啲咁重要嘅課題 我哋都係有不同嘅意見。。。  報告就正正睇到香
港嘅社會就住呢啲核心嘅議題係冇一致嘅意見 係有唔同嘅意見 所以就要由全國人大常委會 正如啱啱源司長所講
係第二部作出決定嘅時候 就作一個規定 希望係下一階段有左清晰嘅規定 我哋香港就可以凝聚呢個共識去縮窄呢
個分歧 然後可以將 2017 年普選行政長官呢個目標達至得到 所以我哋係好難接受各位對我哋嘅指控 就話因為我哋
同行政長官交咗一個偏面 或者誤導嘅報告 令到全國人大常委會係作出呢個嘅決定 全國人大常委會係完全理解 亦
都知道香港係有意見不同 而呢個理解同埋知道亦都唔係單靠行政長官同埋我哋公眾諮詢既報告 因為佢都有聽好多
香港各界嘅意見 而喺整個諮詢期裏面或者係結束諮詢期之後 特區政府亦都好努力或者好似你咁講盡我哋嘅責任 
將一啲不同意見嘅 人士 為佢安排一啲嘅會面嘅基礎 等佢哋將佢哋一定好唔同嘅意見 包括廢除功能組別 或更加
民主嘅提名方法 直接向中央負責政改嘅高級官員去反映。。。 我哋不但只無去隱瞞呢 D 不同既意見 反而係製造唔
少機會比俾國家負責政改既官員能夠親自去聽到呢D既意見 但佢哋聽完意見之後亦都要就住國家各方面嘅情況而作
出呢個決定 咁所以由於我哋並唔同意你嗰個 立論嘅基礎話我地係交咗一個誤導嘅報告 所以都唔存在我哋要做另
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一個報告去交比全國人大常委會 希望全國人大常委會可以要修訂佢哋係 8 月 31 日嘅決定 但係我不需不承認 係過
去一個月 先由各位發起嘅罷課以至到佔領嘅行動 係發生左一件大事 香港呢類型嘅社會運動係相當大規模嘅社會
運動 影響亦都係非常之深遠 當然亦都好似我開場白咁講一啲好負面影響民生影響生計嘅負面情況 所以我哋係願
意向中央提交一個報告 將係八月底之後按住全國人大常委會作出嘅決定 係本港發生嘅事表達嘅訴求或者係關注 
以呢種報告嘅形式交去比中央。。。 
政府 
(袁國強) 
1:28:35-1:32:20 
 
係面對社會上面有咁大嘅分歧嘅時候 但我地嘅時間有限 所以作為一個承擔嘅政府 我哋應該係以有限嘅時間。。。
1:30:20 我哋作為一個承擔嘅政府 其中一個好重要嘅責任就係 我哋要睇唔同人士就政改呢件事嘅意見 我好明白大
家係好希望追求民主 但我都希望大家係追求民主嘅同時 亦都係意識到民主係要多元化亦都要係尊重其他人 就同
一件事特別係政改方面呢啲大是大非 有唔同意見亦都需要作為讓步 到最後希望講嘅就係話正正就係因為我哋對呢
個政改有承擔 我哋願意係五部曲呢個框架以外提供一個反映呢個香港情況嘅報告 同時呢我哋希望係兩手準備 亦
都希望政改嘅工作可以往下一部走 唔希望系因為而家有嘅事情就窒礙左我哋普選嘅工作 ( D3 ) 因為呢個社會我明
白有好多嘅學生好多嘅人士依家係金鐘喺旺角喺度進行緊佢哋嘅活動我哋係完全理解我哋亦都係知道佢哋嘅訴求 
但希望大家都要知道就係唔係旺角唔係金鐘嘅地方坐係屋企嘅佢哋都好希望 2017 年可以有普選 佢哋唔會堅持一定
要有公民提名先至要普選 亦都希望大家要考慮要兼顧你啲人嘅意願 若果唔係呢就口講民主 但實行嘅呢就唔係民
主 我希望大家係諗清楚呢方面嘅事情 
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學聯 
(鍾耀華) 
1:53:32-1:54:40 啱啱講過民主就係要尊重多元嘅意見 但正正就係官員們係唔同意見嘅時候 係冇將一群好大群嘅意見係納入你考慮
入面 傾斜 因此佢哋今天先會走出嚟  話俾司長聽我哋係對呢個政府所理解嘅呢個方案係不接受 ( D6 ) 民主正正就
係唔同階層嘅一個體現 唔係一個精英喺度決策喺度玩弄的東西 我哋可以睇得到今次嘅運動入面意見係分層 亦都
有唔同階層嘅朋友真真正正係街頭到實踐民主 呢一個比起官員們今天所講空談嘅一個選票式多選票要袋住先嘅呢
個民主係更加進步 我哋都係好希望政府可以提出一個方向 實質解決嘅方法 去解決現時 2017 年呢個特首選舉嘅規
限嘅方法 否則街頭嘅市民係好難亦都係全港嘅市民亦都好難接受 我哋今日嚟係將唔同嘅意見市民唔同嘅意見係帶
進黎俾你地  呢一個並唔係你哋嘗試係呢度說服左我哋嘅時候 市民就散去 最終政府係要面對全香港嘅市民 係要
將唔同嘅市民都放置入呢個政改嘅討論方向入面 
學聯 
(岑敖暉) 
1:55:10-1:57:50 呢個政治嘅局面 或者點解咁多年青人係街頭 甚至係咁多香港人出嚟 原因得一個好簡單 就係特區政府或者係人大
8 月 31 號嘅決議 扼殺咗香港人嘅未來 扼殺咗香港人爭取左 30 年嘅民主夢 所以先至要咁多人企出嚟 先至有咁多人 
無謂無懼咁堅守咗二十四日 帶我地見到呢個對話 本身我哋嘅期望就係希望政府會切切實實攞出承擔攞出魄力去面
對呢個政治問題 但傾左一個鐘頭 45 分鐘我哋淨係接收到一個訊息 就係政府依然希望我哋袋住先 依然係接受以往
人大框架依然接受我哋反對或者不同意嘅東西 ( F6 ) 政府不停咁樣叫學聯嘅同學或者街頭嘅市民作出讓步 我好想
喺呢度問一個問題 唔通香港人或者年青人作出嘅讓步仲唔夠多咩 咁多嘅年青人讓出時間讓出學業讓出佢哋嘅精神
甚至我哋願意被捕讓出我哋嘅前途甚至係會讓出我哋未來的自由去坐監 為嘅只係一件好卑微嘅東西 為嘅只係一樣
好簡單嘅東西 就係我哋可以享有平等一個好基本嘅政治權利 一個提名權選舉權同埋被選舉權 但係咁多日以黎 得
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到政府嘅回應依然係希望我地袋住先 接受現有框架 接受現實 執嘢返屋企 繼續我哋嘅生活 呢一個我相信係除咗
我哋呢度五個人 亦都係好多年青人整整一個世代嘅人 整整一個世代被催淚彈被 8 月 31 號人大決議喚醒嘅一個世代
不能接受嘅東西 政府係無任何作出讓步嘅情況底下你點樣可以叫我地走 ( F4 ) 好多人都同我地講話 我哋係被時代
選中左嘅細路 我哋係被時代選中左嘅學生 但我相信同樣嘅說話依然適用於幾位特區政府嘅官員 你地先至係被時
代選中左嘅官員 究竟你地係可以作為一個有承擔有魄力有擔帶好打得嘅官員 去推進香港嘅民主政制 抑或你地幾
位特區政府嘅官員係會成為 扼殺香港人未來  扼殺香港人民主政制嘅千古罪人 我相信呢個選擇並唔係我哋 而係
喺幾位官員 而係喺司長 而喺梁振英特首呢度 
學聯 
(周永康) 
1:57:53-2:02:02 
 
我相信係唔同廣場 或者佔領區嘅香港人 好多人其實爭取民主爭取左 30 年 有 80 年代我哋講話中英談判  到到呢個
民主回歸 到九七呢個主權移交 大家都  渴望民主制度 你除咗投票上面一人一票 提名上面每一個香港人都希望可
以自由選擇到自己心目中嘅特首候選人 呢個先係真正體現到佢哋有權利係呢個地方成長同埋生活  
啱啱司長或者局長其實都有提過話 政府其實當下 係面對緊一個非常之嚴峻嘅認受性或者管治危機 係街頭上面有
幾十萬人佢哋唔願意返屋企  唔願意散去嘅時候 其實呢個政府仲可以管治到香港 如果呢個民主制度仍然係朝着一
個小圈子嘅改革方向 未來呢啲事件只會一而再再而三咁樣重現 啱啱司長提到話一啲解決嘅方向 有報告有委員會 
我諗好多朋友或者香港人係想問 呢啲報告或者委員會究竟有啲乜嘢效用 佢有乜嘢時間表或者路線圖 可以比香港
人見到香港政府係希望同香港人行埋呢條民主路 話到比佢哋聽 一步一步我哋可以點樣將香港人民主政制嘅意見納
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入去政制改革嘅方向裏面 我相信好多香港人依家都未得到嗰個答案  
頭先我哋有提到話我哋要配合人大決議 但我相信好多香港人都會問香港政府都經常被人質疑認受性嘅時候 其實好
多港區人大嘅認受性或者代表性都非常之受到香港人嘅質疑 係咁樣嘅情況之下 要香港人硬食呢啲咁嘅決議 呢個
係關乎尊嚴嘅問題 啱啱源司長提過最低工資 大家都希望袋住先可以再改嫁 但最低工資起碼＄30 大家普遍社會都
覺得你尊嚴上面可以得到最基本嘅保障 但係係政治權利上面 當我地係唔平等嘅時候 點樣寄望香港人會覺得佢哋
係政治權利係受到最基本嘅保障  
我諗最尾我想講一兩樣嘢嘅就係 系呢 30 日裏面 其實我哋係街頭上見到唔少嘅人有老中青 特別係旺角街頭我遇到
一個學生我同佢嗰次對話其實我都覺得好觸動自己 亦都係覺得好悲涼嘅 因為嗰個係一個夜晚 我哋係街頭上面佔
領旺角 嗰個學生同我地講話 佢行得出嚟旺角 佢就預咗中子彈 呢個時候我真係想問政府一句 或者問我哋社會一
句 究竟係乜嘢嘅社會乜嘢政府迫到新嘅一代佢願意承擔住 甘願承受食子彈嘅風險 都依然要行上街頭爭取民主 我
相信呢個唔係一個健康嘅社會發展亦都唔係一個有承擔嘅政府佢應該造成嘅局面 我知道梁振英佢本身有好多嘅圖
謀 佢自己經常都收到泛民或者建制嘅批評 佢無認受性我哋係同意嘅 但政府裏面依然係有好多嘅官員 我哋好期望  
佢作為香港人嘅官員 係真係可以提出佢哋嘅氣魄 攞出佢哋嘅承擔為香港人真係爭取民主政制 我相信當下官員嚟
緊做嘅決定 係會決定究竟特區政府究竟係民主嘅英雄 定係歷史嘅罪人 我相信每一個香港人都拭目以待  
最後一樣野 有啲司機佢話路上面有堵路  但係佢都願意比香港人繼續去堵路 因為佢哋見到真正嘅核心問題就係 
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我哋政府內部有一啲嘅政府官員 係更加寄望去堵塞我哋政制改革嘅方向 令到我哋香港人下一代係唔能夠再行上呢
條康莊大道 我哋好希望香港政府唔好成為我哋民主路上堵路嘅嗰個政府 而係真係會幫我地拆下路障 帶領香港人
真係引領到民主改革 係香港呢個地方植根 
政府(林鄭
月娥) 
2:02:17 - 結束 
 
我哋明白 8 月 31 日嘅全國人大常委會定出嘅框架 可能同某啲人士佢心目中嘅普選嘅理想係有一段距離 ( F1 ) 但係
有陣時淨係有理想都唔得架 我哋都要從嗰個現實或者實際出發 喺香港特別行政區 我哋係一個一國兩制之下 所以
符合憲制嘅要求係非常之重要 而事實上 我真係唔明 Lester 點解可以形容 8 月 31 號嘅決定係扼殺民主 其實 8 月 31
號嘅決定就可以令我哋係民主嘅進程行出歷史嘅一大步 我哋已經反覆講咗啦 由 1200 人嘅選舉委員會變成可以 5 百
萬選民一人一票去選出自己嘅行政長官 呢個唔係一大步嘅民主進程咩 除此之外我哋 2017 年如果能夠做到呢個普選
行政長官 政制仲要走落去個喎 馬上要面對就係 2020 年立法會全體議員都係要由普選產生 跟住按住香港嘅實際情
況社會嘅民情民意各位嘅訴求我地亦都可以再次探討 2022 年嘅行政長官選舉嘅方法應該係點樣樣 呢一條一步一步
行出來的路 我覺得係符合香港而家嘅實際情況 都係得到好多人嘅支持 至於所謂平等嘅選舉權 Nathan 可能聽錯咗 
行政長官無話收入少於某一個銀碼嘅人係唔應該有選舉權 所以今次做到普選行政長官 5,000,000 合資格嘅人就係一
人一票 呢個選舉權係普及同埋平等嘅 呢個亦都係好多人時常掛係口邊嘅國際標準。。。 警隊表現。。。  
( J2 ) 今日能夠系呢度同學聯嘅同學進行就嚟兩小時嘅交流嘅對話 我覺得對我地來講我希望對各位同學來講都係有
建設性有意義嘅 大家都係心平氣和都冇出過任何火花。。。 對我地來講今日我哋係好直接好清楚咁聽到同學嘅全
面表達左對香港民主發展同埋訴求 我地亦都好高興你哋係以一個幾內心咁聆聽我哋對於你提出嘅議題嘅解說 我期
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望呢一次嘅會面唔係唯一嘅一次啦 我哋隨時都希望有更多嘅機會同大家可以溝通同埋交流嘅 
喺 10 月 2 號比我嘅公開信裏面 各位同學係用過一句 之後亦都係唔同嘅場合用呢個口號 香港問題香港解決 但我必
須要重新 好似我剛才講香港係國家嘅一個特別行政區 中央喺香港嘅政治體制個方面係有憲責上嘅權同埋責嘅 咁
所以行政長官由於佢嘅憲制地位係咁特殊 佢幾要向特區負責 亦都要向中央政府負責 所以去普選呢位行政長官 整
套嘅程序一定係要非常之審慎咁嚟到去進行。。。 
2:08:03 最近我哋聽到好多朋友同我講就話佢哋好擔心香港依家嘅現況 點解咁講呢 因為香港一向好重視嘅法治嘅
精神好似係收到一個嚴重嘅衝擊 香港人一向應有嘅公民態度好似係互相尊重 求同存異 理性務實 亦都好似係不知
不覺咁被淡化左 亦都有人話呢 香港嘅社會係被撕裂 人際嘅關係係越嚟越緊張 所以我哋而家睇到嘅運動 其實同
當初倡議者話係一個愛與和平非暴力嘅目標已經係越行越遠。。。 係呢個形勢進一步惡化之前 我希望大家也有勇
氣同埋智慧 為香港搵一條出路 學聯係呢次佔領運動扮演着一個重要角色 我希望佢可以同政府呢一齊共同有呢個
責任去突破目前嘅困局。。。 
2:12:18 最後對於今次對話嘅目的我留意到學聯係 10 月 17 日發表嘅聱明中係咁講嘅 ( J4 ) 佢哋話對話絕非要向政府
示好或者示弱而係當社會聚焦政改問題我們應該直接從當局官員中得到答覆 在思前路 我希望喺過去兩小時都俾咗
各位一啲嘅答覆 我亦都好盼望學聯係在事前路嘅考慮時候 能夠重視市民對於一人一票可以普選行政長官嘅呢個期
盼 能夠以市民嘅福祉為依歸 能夠正面咁去回應市民對於早日恢復社會秩序呢個嘅訴求 能夠感受政府係展示左誠
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意 係今日之後我哋嘅溝通嘅大門係繼續開喺度我亦都希望能夠在有機會同各位同學作好似今日咁理性好平和嘅對
話 
 
 
